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He Has Been Maine’s Chief
Newcastle and Rockland
Game Warden For
Sea Princess Contestants To Be Feted
Jeanette Hopkins Sponsored By Legion Clergyman Died This
Twenty-Five Years
Morning, West Coast
?
Thursday; Marathon Entries Coming
In Seeking Maine Sea Goddess Title
Maine’s chief game warden says
Information was received at press
he will retire late in August after
time this morning of the death of
In; Gala Week-end Is Planned
25 years ot service in the State In
land Fisheries and Game Depart
ment.
A successor to Lester E Brown
will be chosen by an examining
board after competitive tests at the
State House Monday, Commissioner
Cobb said.
The examinations are open to
warden supervisors. The examin
ing board will comprise Cobb,
Maine Hills of Belfast, member of
the department's advisory council,
and Ober C Vaughan, State per
sonnel director.

Two more communities have no- 1
titled Maine Seafoods officials that
they will send a Sea Princess to
the Royal Court of The Sea to
compete for the title of Maine Sea
Goddess on Aug. 1.
St. George will sponsor a candi
date with Darold Hocking of
Hocking Granite Industries heading
the group selecting the Sea Prin
cess. His Arm will be the sponsor.
Over in North Haven, Legion
naires of the island community will
send Miss Jeanette Hopkins, 18,

Rev Cecil Witham of Newcastle
in California today. No further in
formation was available.
Rev Witham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Witham of Rockland, had
been pastor of the Congregational
Church in Newcastle for approxi
mately 15 years In addition to his
church duties, he was well-known
as a speaker in the State, being
called upon several times each year
to address conventions and gath
erings of religious and cultural
groups.
Death came suddenly to the popu
lar clergyman, who Is reported to
have collapsed without warning
while serving as a delegate to a
church convention.
He is survived by his widow, the
former Afton Bates of Newcastle
and four children, Nathan, Barry.
Robert and Wendy
Also three
sisters. Mrs. Arthur Rackliff. Mrs
Raymond H Fogarty and Miss
Miss Jeanette Hopkins
Gloria Witham, and his parents,
in quest of the Maine Sea Goddess all of Rockland
crown. She is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Elmer Hopkins and a
Warren Suicide
graduate of North Haven High
School in the class of 1962.
Body Of William Matson
Thomaston has a field of five
Found In Home Cellar
girls seeking the Sea Princess title
By Sheriff Sunday
which will be awarded at the
The body of William E. Matson,
Fourth of July Celebration BaU
30, veteran of World War II. was
on the evening of July 3.
Vinalhaven has notified Chair found hanging in the cellar of the
man Sam Savitt that a Sta Prin house at his East Warren poultry
cess will be coming to the main farm, at about 7 p. m. Sunday
land for the Festival as has East- r.ight, by Sheriff Willard Pease of
port, home of the reigning God Rockland.
Neighbors, sensing something was
dess. Barbara Clossey.
In the throes of selecting Sea wrong had notified the family, who
Princesses also are the towns of in turn, notified the authorities.
Dr. Charles D North of Rock
Freeport and Old Orchard with
the latter selecting its candidates land. Knox County medical exami
at the helghth of the American ner, reported the young man had
Legion convention this week. Cam been dead since Friday morning,
den is expected to send a candidate. or a period of 36 hours. Dr. North
Rockland will select its Sea Prin rendered a verdict of suicide by
cess on the stage ot the Strand hanging, releasing the information
Theatre on the evening of July 7. Tuesday morning.
Matson was the foster son of
Other communities are known to
be working on plans for Sea Prin Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heikkinen of
cesses and may announce them the West Warren, and had attended
Warren schools. He had bought
coming week.
the poultry farm on the Mountain
Road at East Warren, slightly over
two years ago.
Besides his faster parents, he
Salvation Army Service Unit leaves a widow, and a young son,
two years of age.
To Conduct Drive On the
Mrs. Matson was not in Warren
Islands
at the time, since she is at the
The Salvation Army Service Unit home of her parents in Waldoboro,
will conduct its annual appeal for caring for her mother, who is ill.

Five lovely sea nymphs will be
it is anticipated that at least
feted at a reception and banquet 15.000 onlookers will line the route
to be held in their honor, Thurs- oi the procession to view the specday evening at Hotel Rockland tacle in addition to the 15-kilome
where the Thomaston Sea Princess ter marathon run Immediately pre
ceding
Committee fires the opening gun in
15-Kilometer Road Race
that town's pending Fourth of
July celebration which promises to
Entries are coming in now for the
be by far the biggest and best yet 16-kilometer (94, miles) road race
produced.
for the Maine championship This
Thomaston, Appleton, Warren will be the third year in succes
and 8t. George are represented In sion that this championship race
the quintet of beauties, from among has been run during the Thomas
whom, one will be chosen the ton Fourth of July Celebration.
Thomaston Sea Princess to chal
It opens the day’s events at 10
lenge the girls from other towns a m. July 4. Several of Maine’s discompeting for the Sea Goddess tance runners will be at the starttitle st the Maine Seafoods Festi ing line, including Ed Sheppard,
Owl's Head Fishing Captain and Wife
val.
who has won both previous years
The maidens and their sponsors
This year, the competition will
Ruth Principals Of Major Story
are. Faustina Gushee. Appleton. ■ be keener than ever and the forsponsored by Vinal s Dairy, of mer winner will be pressed from the
Thomaston
time the starting gun goes off.
Captain and Mrs. James Farrell years as master She is quoted in
Doris lfemy, Thomaston, spon- Lawrence Smith, the Rockland
sored by Woodcocks Market, of youngster, will be competing for of Owl’s Head were featured Sun the story as having commented that
Thomaston
the third time and with his two day In a major picture story In she knew the experiences she would
undergo when she married fisher
Maida Jenkins, Thomaston, spon- years’ experience should be a
. Parade magazine. The magazine Is man Jim.
aorSd by Brackett's Drug Store. threat.
' a Sunday edition supplement to the
Thomaston
Photographs for the article were
Another entrant who is sure to be
Ruth Lanta, St. George, spon a strong contender is Ted Wood Portland Sunday Telegram and the made by Kosti Ruohomaa of Rock
sored by J. C. Robinson Company, of Lincolnville. He was a former Boston Post in New England and land, nationally known magazine
building supplies, of Thomaston.
winner of the Annual Presentation has some 1,000,000 circulation across feature artist. Also in the series is
Eini Riutta. Warren, sponsored in Boston and ran for the BAA. I the nation in major Sunday news- a photograph taken of the burning
by Atwood Brothers’ Lobster Com
of the trawler Wind off Sambro
It is hoped that Reggie Smart of ' papers.
pany of Tenant's Harbor
"When WUl Jim Come Home" is Lightship, Nova Scotia last Win
(MCI who has beaten Ed Shep
In attendance at the Thomaston pard will also be an entrant.
the title of the article by Ernest ter by Donald Borgerson of Rock
Sea Princess reception will be the
The
61-year-old
youngster, LaFrance of Parade’s staff. It land, crewman on the Rockland
five candidates accompanied by Mike Dwyer, of Livermore Falls deals with the never-ending strain trawler Eagle.
their sponsors, the three Judges avlll
among the starters.
The story brings out the hazards
of a seafarer’s wife, waiting for
and the Thomaston Sea Princess
The championship race ts spon her husband to come home from encountered by the men of the
Committee.
Rockland fishing fleet and the
sored by the Maine A A U. Tro the sea.
Dr. E. R. Moss , chairman, will phies will go to the first 10 cross
Ten years, Ruth Farrell has wait strain of waiting and worrying for
preside as master of ceremonies. ing the finish line and numbers ed out fishing trips: first with Jim them by their wives and children
His committee members include one two and three will also re- as a crewman and the last several ashore.
Arthur Jeffery, Mrs. Blanche Ler ceive a medal. This year, as al
mond, Mrs. Dorothy Libby and ways, will see several new young
Mrs. Leila Smalley. At the conclu- runners as entrants
Recreation Staff
Postmasters Met
sion of the banquet a program of
entertainment has been arranged
Two Former Leaders and Mrs. Bertha Borgerson Was
Watts Hall. Thomaston, will be
Two College Students
Re-elected Secretary
the scene of the Sea Princess Coro- ■
Named This Morning
and Treasurer
nation Bali, Thursday night, July 3. Sessions At The SamOSet
with dancing by Vinai’s Orchestra
Hote, Tomorrow_The
A Norridgewock man was elected
Appointments to the municipal rec
lrom 9 until 1.
c II D
e
The choosing of the Sea Prin- I
» 3H Program
reation staff were announced this president of the Maine chapter, Na
cess wiU begin at 10 o'clock on the '
annua] mee
Qf
Ma,ne morning by City Manager Farns tional Postmasters Association, dur
ing the 17th annual convention of
stage and the entire ceremony will
last about a half hour
I Tuberculosis Association Will be worth.
that group in Augusta Saturday.
Serving under Director Mike DiEfforts are being made to have held at the Samoset Hotel, WedBernard L Davis succeeds Wil
Renzo will be Miss Beverly Mer liam L. Jordan of Peru. Elected to
thia event broadcast over a Bangor , nesday. The program:
radio station.
9:00 a m—Christmas Seal Con- chant. who enters her fifth year serve with Davis were Cyril Hop
Public interest is mounting rap- ference, private dining room; John on the staff Nancy Leach, daugh per of Lincolnville, Albert Lacasse
Idly and it is expected that a •f- Gunn, New Bedford, Mass,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach of Berwick and Violet Blake of
large attendance will fill Watts leader and moderator. Special and a Sophomore at the Univer South Casco, first, second Und third
Hall to view the colorful proceed- j session for staff workers of local
sity of Maine, will serve as a play vice presidents, respectively.
funds in the Vinalhaven-North
lngs.
1 associations which conduct their
The Owl's Head postmistress was
ground assistant.
Haven area, here during July. The
Hie committee has arranged the own Christmas Seal Sales locally,
Fourth member of the staff and re-elected secretary-treasurer, Ber amount desired raised during the
stage to be properly set. The can- : W 00 a m—Health Education swimming instructor will be Bruce tha L. Borgerson
drive is $400
dldates will be attired in evening Porum, ballroom, Mrs. John C. An- Stratton, son of Dr and Mrs Ru
The
Postmasters and
their
Joseph F. Headley is chairman of
gowns
and
an
appropriate : drews. presiding. A discssion of
pert L. Stratton. He is a Junior wives held a two-day conclafe at the local committee and Leon W
coronation ceremony to be high- health education by four speakers at the University of Maine and is the Augusta House, Friday and
Sanborn is treasurer. Serving with
lighted by the Sea Princess and her followed by general panel and presently attending Red Cross Saturday.
them are: Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker,
Court waltzing for an encore with Broup disdus6ion. Speakers: Dr. swimming instructors school In
Their first day was mostly social. O. V. Drew, Miss Fostena M. Dun
their young gentlemen escorts on William B Grow. MD, superin
Saturday, they held a forenoon can. A. Everett Libby. A. A. Peter
Massachusetts.
tendent, Central Maine Sanatorium.
the dance floor
Miss Merchant is a graduate of busiess session, climaxed by the son. Leon B. Stone, and Mrs Elea
Miss
Marjory
B.
Major,
RJJ.,
Mrs. Ralph Cushing, of Thom
Gorham State Teachers' College election of officers for 1952-53.
nor H Thornton.
aston, will direct the details of the Executive Secretary. Eastern Maine
and a teacher in the school system
At 1 o’clock Saturday afternoon
The Service Unit is one of 430
float on which the Sea Princess Tuberculosis and Health Associa of North Haven, Conn.
luncheon concluded the convention. similar committees operating In
tion.
Miss
Ruth
T
Clough.
Board
and her Court will ride in the
Among the distinguished guests New England communities, where
Fourth of July parade which fol Member, Bangor-Brewer Tubercu
introduced at the final luncheon there is not a resident Salvation
losis and Health Association. Miss
One Out Of Ten were
lows on the holiday morning.
Sergio Pasetto of Barre, Vt., Army center.
M. Lucille Nason, Executive Secre
national executive committeeman
The committee acts individually
tary, Pour County Tuberculosis As
Is the Ratio Of “Unfits” for the association and William A. I obtaining use of the nearest Salva
sociation.
The Office of
Showing Up For Military Taylor of Portland, superintendent tion Army regional facilities, with
12:15 p. m—(Luncheon, Annual
of postal transportation for Maine. out red tape and using funds upon
Business Session,
Dining-room,
Duty
Frederick C.
its own authority and discretion to
, Thomas A. Foster, M. D, Presid
Just about one out of every 10
aid local families or individuals in
ing. Speaker: Dr. C. Harold Jamesneed.
son, retiring president of the Maine men classified in the draft is turn
Dennison, M. D.
ing up as unfit for military duty.
Residents of the community are
Medical Association.
THOMASTON
urged to contribute and help the
1:45 p. m ^Meeting of Board of Selective Service reported yesterday
that of 12,416,129 youths examined
Salvation Army Service Unit con
Directors.
WILL BE CLOSED
from 1948 up to last April 30. a to- j
tinue its humanitarian program.
The average boy is about half tai of 1,443,315 had been classified
From July 1 to July 31
The former trawlers, Rhode
as good as his mother thinks he as 4-H. That’s 116 percent.
Inclusive
Island and Althea Joyce, now in
is
and
half
as
bad
as
the
neighbors
Both
the
healthiest
and
un76-78
scalloping landed their first catch
thinks he is.
healthiest showings were made |
es at the Birdseye plant over the
outside the Continental United
week-end. The Rhode Island's
States.
fare was 1150 gallons and that of
The
Canal
Zone
had
the
best
STAR-MASONIC CLUB PRESENTS
the Althea Joyce, 1,000 gallons.
record—18 4-F out of 477 registrants
The 3rd Annual
MEN
for a 3.8 percentage. Puerto Rico
MINSTREL SHOW
had the most unfits—72.331 out of
WANTED
DANCE AT
220.240 for a 32.8 percentage.
South Thomaston Grange Hall
Among the States, South Dakota
Hocking Granite
BREEZEMERE
made the best showing—only 3,065
FRIDAY, JUNE 27
of its 55,277 registrants classified
Every Wed. and Sat.
Industries
A Laugh a Minute—A Riot of Pun
4-F, a 65 percentage. The highest
9.90 to 1.00
CLARK ISLAND
rate of rejections for military duty
Don’t Miss This One—It’s the Best Yet
AT LINCOLNVILLE CTR.
TEL. ROCKLAND 21-W2
Route 137
in the states was in South Carolina

FARRELLS FEATURED IN PARADE

The T. B.zs Annual

Its Annual Appeal

Support

with 40968 out of 191,700 for 21.4
percent.

Serving From 5.30 to 7.30 P. M.
FAMOUS “KEAG SUPPER”—75c
Show Starts Promptly 8.15 P. M. - 50c
76-77

OPENING JUNE 25

Both Old and New
Dances
Adm. 60c tax inc.
COME AND PLEASE THE
BIG MAN

OLD HOMESTEAD
ROUTE NO. 1 - WARREN

—WANTED—

Half Fried Chicken with F. F. Potatoes, $1.25
Coffee
Salad
Hot Biscuits

By

Spruce Head Lobster Corp.

also

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE

Choice Western Steer Steaks
Fried Clams, Scallops, Lobsters, Sandwiches

4 Experienced Lobster Handlers

ALL HOME COOKED FOOD

Apply In Person To

HENRY THOMPSON
At Main Plant, Spruce Head, Maine

76-78

FREE FOR 5 DAYS
Strawberry Short Cake with Whipped Cream
with Each Meal

Miss Carol Russell, daughter of
Superintendent of Schools and Mrs
J Weldon Russell is employed as a
receptionist at the Farnsworth Mu
seum.

The Black Cat

Maine F. D. A.

Rev. Cecil Witham

Anybody know where “Jackk
Crossing" is located. I am making
the inquiry for a friend who desire*
the Information.

“Things haven’t been tough
enough at Braves Field. Some kid.
sneaked in with lines and worms
and tried to hook some of th*
State of Maine trout the other day.
. Probably figured If the Braves
would let Sain. Marshall, Dark, etc.
get away, why would they worry
about a few fish."
Alvin Rhodes of Union says that
Labrador bowlder rock* have been
found across his farm, and hav*
beautiful crystals In them. He 1*
told that they can be found In
the lower yart of Lincoln County,
but would like to hear from others.

While Boston Is releasing valu
able ball players, it would not be
Thomas B Gleason of Spring- displeasing to me if they put the
field, Mass., district governor of dis kibosh on Jerry O’Leary. His pre
trict No. 1 National Funeral Direct game stuff palls on me.
ors Association who will be one of
William R. Sullivan of Lo* An
the speakers at the annual meeting geles writer thus to The Courierof the Maine Funeral Director’s As Gazette:
“Sporting events sponsored on the
sociation at the Samoset Hotel
air by beer and cigarettes are de
June 29 and 30
feating our youth programs. Sport*
Mrs Leah Davis Brooks of Thom are a big interest to million* of
aston is president of the State as young people. This type of adver
tising is an excellent way to start
sociation.
The opening event of the conven them toward moral delinquency by
urging them to drink and smoke.
tion will be a dinner for the direct Letters of protest from each of US
ors of the organization at the Sam across the nation each month to
oset at 6.30 Sunday evening. The the Federal Communication Com
main events of the gathering will mission in Washington and to
other organizations will stop this.”
occur on Monday.
Thomas B. Gleason

Union Man Named
Membership of the executive
committee of the Maine Democratic
State Committee was announced
today by State Committee Chair
man James G. Sawyer of Castine.
Named to the six member group by
Sawyer were one State committee
man and committeewoman from
each of Maine’s three congressional
districts. Appointed to the com
mittee, which advises the chairman
on matters of policy, were Mrs.
Nan Smith, Old Orchard; Robert
E. Brewer, Bath; Mrs. Arlene McKechnie, Damariscotta; Harry F
Stewart, Union; Mrs Margaret
Murray, Brooklyn; and S. Austin
Barrett, Newport.
STOLEN CAR RECOVERED

Three Russian Journalist* re
turned from a tour of the United
States and wrote up their impres
sions for Soviet papers.
One of them got 15 years in Si
beria for praising United State*
production method*. Another wa*
expelled from the party for ac(Continued on Page Three)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. 71*
loss of these tastes Is a lose of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
THE HOUSE WITH NOBODT
IN IT

Whenever I walk to Suffern along
the Erie track,
I go by a poor old farmhouse with
its shingles broken and black,
I suppose I've passed it a hundred
times, but I always stop for a
minute.
And look at the house, the tragic
house, the house with nobody
in it.
I never have seen a haunted house,
but I hear there are such things;
That they hold the talk of spirits,
their mirth and sorrowings.
I know this house isn't haunted,
and I wish it were, I do;

Rockland Police recovered a sto
len 1948 three-fourth ton pick-up
truck on Granite street Friday just
off Main. The vehicle had been sto
len from Bangor on June 11 ac
cording to a State Police bulletin
apparently from a used car lot,
since the price tag was still on the
car. Patrolman George Ackley in
vestigated after noting that it had
For it wouldn’t be so lonely if tt
been parked there for some time.
had a ghost or two.

WE MUST NOT SPLINTER"
Senator Styles Bridges Urges Republi
cans To End Their Bickering

This house on the road to Suffern
needs a dozen panes of glass.
And somebody ought to weed the
walk and take a scythe to the

grass,
It needs new paint and shingle*,
and the vines should be
trimmed and tied;
But what it needs the most of all
is some people living Inside.

• If I had a lot of money and all
1
my debts were paid
Republicans select the last of with 405 It takes 604 to win the I'd put a gang of men to work with
brush and saw and spade.
1206 delegates to their National Republican presidential nomina
I’d buy that place and fix it up the
convention this week, with Taft all tion.
way it used to be

but certain to increase the lead he
holds over Eisenhower.
At the same time, the many-sided
Democratic presidential race was
further complicated by reports that
Gov. Stevenson of Illinois may
make himself “available" for the
presidential nomination.
Taft was conceded the last 10
GOP delegates to be named—all
at-large delegates from Illinois.
Before returns were in from
Illinois or Puerto Rico, the United
Press tabulation showed Taft with
478 publicly pledged or legally com
mitted delegates and Eisenhower

With the Taft-Eisenhower race
growing more bitter. Senate Repub
lican Leader Styles Bridges sent
letters to all GOP delegates appeal
ing to them to end their “bicker
ing" before the election in Novem
ber. He warned that “we must not
splinter.’’
Democrats, whose convention
does not open until July 21, pick 72
delegates this week—26 from In
diana. 18 from Mississippi, 12 from
New Mexico and 16 from Colorado.
This will conclude their delegate
selection, except for 28 from Vir
ginia who will be named July 17.

NOTICE

Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting and Banquet of

And I’d find some people who
wanted a home and give it to
them free.
Now a little house standing empty,
with staring window and door,

Looks idle, perhaps, and fooliah,
like a hat on its block in the
store.
But

there's nothing mournful
about lt; lt cannot be sad and
lone
For the lack of something within It

that It has never known.
But a house that has done what
a house should do. a house that
has sheltered, life,
That has put its loving wooden arm*
around a man and his wife.
A house that has echoed a baby’s
laugh and held up hi* stumb
ling feet,
Is the saddest sight, when it'* left
alone, that ever your eyes could

meet.

Warren Alumni Association

So whenever I go to Suffern along

THURSDAY, JUNE 26

I never go by the empty
without stopping and locking

the Erie track

ODD FELLOWS HALL, WARREN

beck,

Supper at 6.30 P. M. Music and Entertainment.
Stuart C. Burgess,
President

house

Annie Lehto,
Secretary.
76-76

Yet it hurt* me to look at the
crumbling roof and the shut
ters fallen apart,
For I can’t help thinking the poor
old house is a house with a
broken heart.
—Joyce Kilmer.
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Lobsters - Clams

UNION FUEL COMPANY

WANTED

Henry A. Leonard, Prop.

Men and Women

UNION, MAINE

APPLY AT ONCE

Open Every Night until 8 P. M.

TELEPHONE 24

Rockland

Sim's
Lobster Pound

RANGE OIL-FUEL OIL

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE

Prompt, Dependable and Automatic Deliveries

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

FREE SEACOAST
PICNIC GROUNDS

64-118

Poultry Co.
41 TILLSON IAVENUE
73-78
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WALDOBORO’S TOUGH LUCK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
[EDITORIAL]
TWO KINDS OF POPULARITY

Warren In 12 Innings

YOU DON'T
TAKE CHANCES

When You
Buy From Us
Plymouth Suburban
Chevrolet Tudor
DeSoto Sedan
Ford Tudor
Willys Stationwagon
Plymouth Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Plymouth Coupe
Mercury Club Coupe
Chrysler Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Jeep
Dodge Sedan
DeSoto Cabriolet
46 Pontiac Tudor
51 Dodge Pick-up
49 Chevrolet Pick-up
51
51
51
51
51
50
50
50
S3
49
49
48
47
47
47

A Good Place to
Buy, Sell or Trade
Your Car.

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DdSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-V

BANKIN ST.,

' ’’ ROCKLAND

losers their only runs.
Russ Kelley opened the game
with a double and a sacrifice and
single* by Dana Sawyer and Pete
Lynch produced three runs. Two
more scored in the second as Kellel again opened with a hit, Enos
Verge doubled and Sawder and
Johnny Dana singled Verge Saw
yer and Kelly had two hits, as did
Anderson of the losers. Score;
Thomaston
32000000 0-5-11-1 ’
St George
00300000 0-3- 5-2
Hall and Sawyer: Mills, Wiggin
(7) and Smith
• * * *
The Rockets made good use of 12
hits at Thomaston Friday and
scored as many runs for a 12-6 win
over the Clippers who thus all but
bowed out of the pennant picture
The home team had as many hits
but they were scattered tor the
most part by Billy Holden who got
the nod over Johnny Dana, though
the latter fanned two more then his
winning rival.
Rockland had four in the third
on two walks, an Al Barlow double,
plus singles by Teel. Staples and
Dean. They put the game out of
reach with four more in the ninth
and in between kept oozing in a
run an inning. The Rockland
ninth was featured by Oardner.
Seavey and Benner singles along
with a walk and error Thomaston's
best rally was halted in the sec
ond as Dana Sawyer was caught
between third and home on a fast
relay of a hit to the outfield after
two runs were in. Score:
Rockland
1 0 4 0 1 1 1 0 4-12-12-1
Thomaston
00200210 1— 6-12-4 ’
Holden and Thompson; Dana and
Sawyer.
• • • «

The Warren Tigers kept alive
their pennant hopes at Waldoboro
Friday when they bested that team
3-2 in 12 innings. A long fly by
Wayne Havener sent in Johnny
Jenkins with the winning run to
give Jim Halligan the nod over
Don Bowman. Jenkins had singled
and advanced ahead of a walk and
a fielder's choice that failed.
Warren scored their other two in
the first when Art Henry doubled,
Jenkins tripled and he scored on
Arnie Robinson's long fly. The
Waldoboro runs were sent in byDon Bowman's seventh Inning dou
ble along with an error.
Warren
200000000001-3-6-3
Waldoboro
000000200000-2-6-1
Halligan and Robinson; Bowman
and Hart.

'

Eisenhower's popularity has made some gain since his
return to the United States according to the Gallup Poll,
which shows that G. O. P voters only rate him .44 to 35
percent in comparison with Talt. But decidedly the reverse
was the poll taken among G. O. P county chairmen, which
shows Taft leading with 61 percent and Eisenhower only 31
percent The voters give MacArthur 10 percent. MacArthur is still a consideration.

CAPTAIN KIDD S LOOT
A Tokyo newspaper reports the finding of Captain Kidd's
loot, estimated to be worth $28,000,000 in a coral cave 200
miles South of Japan The Associated Press takes the story
to task by stating that lt is questionable whether Captain
Kidd ever visited the locality named by the Tokyo news
paper Gardiner's Island olf Long Island. N. Y . is the
spot where he is generally reported. We appoint Conunander
Edward Rowe Snow to investigate the yarn.

HAVE BEEN

Twilight League Standings

W.
L.
Rockland
................... 7
I
Warren ......................... 6
2
Thomaston ................. 5
3
Waldoboro ................... 4
3
St. George ..................... 2
6
Camden ..........
0
8
• • • *
Tuesday: Warren at Thomaston.
Camden at Waldoboro
Wednesday: Rockland at St
George.
• • • •

WEBBER S GOLF GUIDE
Ever since 1930 Harry C Webber, veteran editor of the
Bath Dailv Times has been issuing an annual guide entitled
"Golf In Maine." It comes from the press again this year,
a publication of 13c pages, crammed from cover to cover
with information which is vital to the men and women who
spend their idle moments on the golf links An outstanding
booklet

MARINES NEW STATUS
Senate and House, by voice vote, have passed a bill re
defining the status of the Marine Corps It is the product
of obvious compromise, and as such has muted one of its
positive possibilities, leaving a more negative feature de
signed to protect the corps from its enemies sticking up
more awkwardly than need be.
One of the realy valid arguments for giving the Com
mandment of the Marine Corps full status on the Joint
Chiefs of Staff has been the need of counterbalancing the
three-to-one dominance of land warfare thinking on that
body until more years of team training and experience build
a better doctrinal synthesis within the services. Making the
commandant a full member only on matters affecting the
Marine Corps protects the interest of that service But it
falls short of fulfilling a much broader purpose, and may set
up a controversial twilight zone of police
The conference b'11 placed a numerical ceiling over the
corps (which is right and propert. but no floor. However,
by designating that marine strength be based upon three
divisions and three air wings the measure specifically recog
nizes the major role of the crops as a powerful, ready
striking force especially trained in amphibious operations
It thus not only checkmates whatever Army ambitions may
remain to reduce the marines to mere Navy police. It also
writes into the law of the land a tactical and strategic con
cept which has already proved itself in actual warfare —
Christian Science Monitor

Hornets Win Again
Vinalhaven's Little League Hor
nets scored their second victory
over the Wasps Saturday afternoon
with a score of 8 to 2.
Teddy Ames, going all the way
for the Hornets, allowed only five
hits
The Wasps' pitching was
weak in spots as starter Denny
Tupper allowed only six hits in
three and one-half innings and
relief pitcher Jimmy Dickey giving
up six more. Errors were quite
costly for the Wasps as most of
the runs were scored on them
Anyway the boys were in there try
ing all the time, which makes the
games interesting to watch.
Clarence Conway stole the honors
for umpiring behind the plate by
being very definite in his decisions.
I'm sure his calling balls and
strikes could be heard for miles.
Next game for the Little League
is Wednesday. June 25, 6 p. m.

ORFF’S CORNER

Mr and Mrs. Thomas Simmons
have moved to Bath where he has
employment.
Miss Carol Bragg of Waldoboro
visited last week with her grand
parents Mr and Mrs. Calvin Bragg.
Mrs Milda Meesham of Lexing
ton, Mass. is spending a few weeks
with Mrs. Beatrice Kleinberg and
family.
Chester Miller has entred the
hospital at Togus for treatment.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Simmons
and daughter Bonnie Jean of Bath
spent Sunday with her parents. Mr
and Mrs Raymond Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Keene and
sons Wayne and Sherwood. Robert
Keene and Mrs Lela Nelson and
Elizabeth Elwell motored to Pema
quid on Sunday.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Several from this place attended
the wedding of Winston Clark and
Miss Lee Simmons at Lorimer Cha
CASH
pel at Colby College on Friday. Mr
Clark was supply pastor at Orffs
FOR GOOD CLEAN
Corner Church last Summer and
Miss Sommers soloist.
USED CARS
The piano pupils of Mrs. Esther
TOP PRICES PAID
Hallowell gave a recital on Sunday

Hot In "Alabam"

Trout For The Trout

Says David Renegar, 1500 Skipper Kittredge Places
Miles From "Aromatic”
Order With Market To
Sweetness
Make Sure
Decatur, Ala. June 19.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Fifteen hndred miles from the
aromatic sweetness of pine, spruce
and salt is just too far. Will have
to get Dick Feyler to air express a
shipment of lobsters to Decatur so
that I can give the catfish and
hush puppy eaters a real treat.
Temperature was 101 here yester
day with Summer just starting and
my vacation months off. Oh. well,
everyone can't have their cake and
eat it too.
Judging from all reports Craignair agrees with my twin girls, they
have gained three pounds in six
weeks
The enclosed package contains
sample of Acrilan, an Acrylic Fiber,
that we are manfacturing here It
is meh lighter and warmer than
wool plus the fact that clothes
made from this fiber will be
wrinkle resistant.
Next time you visit Clark Island
walk out on the porch, take a deep,
deep breath of that God given cool
salt air and think of me.
David B Renegar.
Safety Engineer.

There's a special reason why sail
ors at the submarine base at
Groton. Oonn., are out angling
after trout these days whenever
they have time off from dty.
Those that are caught are
popped into a freezer to await a
special dinner next Friday aboard
a new submarine to be commis
sioned then.
The new submarine is the Trout,
namesake ot the vessel that
sneaked out of Manila Bay with a
load of gold, silver and securities
in the early days of World War II.
The old Trout later sank 37.144 tons
of enemy shipping before she was
depth-charged and lost attacking
a Japanese convoy.
All submarines in the U. S Navy
are named for fish, but the new
Trout will be the only one on ac
tive status with the Atlantic Fleet
bearing the name of a fresh w'ater
game fish.
Commander G. W Kittredge of
South Thomaston, scheduled to be
her skipper, won’t say he distrusts
the angling ability of the sailors
trying to provide a trout dinner
for commissioning day.
But, just in case, he has placed
THORNDIKEVILLE
a tentative order with a local fish
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Soule of Gar market.
diner, Mrs Ronald Reynolds and
son Lanny of Waterville visited
Mrs. Leroy Croteau recently.
Mrs. Mildred Berry is employed
With 426 pounds of butterfat and
at Highfield Camp for the Sum 13474 pounds of milk. Willow Farm
mer.
Geneva, registered Holstein-FriesMisses Faith and Ann Ludwig ian cow owned by Eben C Haggett.
and Obed Hart of Hope were sup Damariscotta Mills, has completed
per guests at Mr. and Mrs C. C. a 286-day production test in official
Childs Thursday.
Herd Improvement Registry
She
Fred Pratt and Mrs. Sarah Day was milked two times daily and was
of Yarmouth were recent over 6 years 2 months of age when she
night guests at the Child's home. began her testing period. Her rec
Miss Marie Campbell was one of ord averages
approximately 22
the graduates of the Senior Class j quarts daily for the period covered
at Union High School June 12.
by her test Testing was supervised
Ned Berry Is employed at “Ma : by the University of Maine in corion's Village Motel” in Rockport , operation with the Holstein-Freifor the Cummer.
! sian Association of America.
Robert Pushaw who is employed
at Pennsgrove. N Y.. is spending
the week at home, guest of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Pushaw and
• •
Murven Merrill attended the Al
umni banquet at Union, Saturday,
SUMMER WEAR
June 14 in Thompson Memorial.
Arthur Walker of Rockport was
a business caller at Lester Merrill's Boys' Dept.
Friday.
SWIM TRUNKS
W. S Lothrop received word of
the death of his twin brother Wil
bur Lothrop who died in Hartford.
Conn. Monday June 16 after an
illness of eight years
Mr. and Mrs C. C. Childs, Mr
and Mrs Raymond, Mr and Mrs.
George Ludwig attended the HartLudwig wedding at Hope Sunday
Clair Crabtree who is employed
in Camden was home over the
week-end and attended the social
• Boxer Style
at South Hope Grange Hall Friday
• Brief Style
• Fancies
evening.
• Plain Colors
Mr and Mrs Roy Holland of
Pennsylvania. Mrs Rebecca Mul$1.95 to $2.95
varrey of Providence. R I., and
Mrs. Eunice Gilchrist of East Union
S. S. SPORT SHIRTS
were recent callers at Lester Mer
rill's.

A Good Record

Cool.

PROBATE COURT NEWS
(This Is Not a Legal Advertisement!

Wills Allowed: Harry B Lowell. late of Thomaston, deceased, Rich
I late of St. George, deceased. Lovisa 1 ard E. Lawry of Rockland named
| M Lowell of St. George was ap- administrator; Harriet Goble King,
I pointed executrix; Isaac L. Ham late of Newark. N J., deceased,
mond, late of Rockland, deceased. Katharine King of East Orange.
Myrtle M Hammond of Rockland N. J. named administratrix; Amy
was appointed executrix; Robert G. Nutt, late of Rockport, de
M. Ross, late of St George, de-' ceased. Robert J Nutt of Rockport
ceased. Helen G Ross of St. George named administrator.
Accounts Presented For Notice:
was appointed executrix: Josephine
Poe Duer, late of Wallingford, Estates, Wilson R Poster, late of
Pa., deceased. Edward L. Duer of Thomaston, deceased, first and final
said Wallingford and Richard K account filed by Sadie L. Foster,
Stevens of Philadelphia. Pa., were , administratrix: Louis E Wardwell,
I appointed executors, Gilbert Har- ( late of Camden, deceased, first ac
mon of Camden appointed Agent count filed by Mary H Wardwell.
in Maine.
Gilbert Harmon and Joseph W.
Emily A.
Pets, for Adm Granted: Estates, Robinson, Trustees;
Herman G. Simmons, late of Port Waterman, late of South Thomas
Clyde deceased, Carrie Thompson ton, deceased, first and final ac
of Rockland appointed administra count filed by Harry L. Waterman,
trix; Oscar H Howe, late of Cam administrator; George W. Lurvey,
den. deceased. Alice E. Hunt of I late of Rockland, deceased, first
Camden appointed administratrix; and final account filed by Nettie
Annie N. Clark, late of Rockport, Tinker, executrix; Annie Payne
deceased. Alexander R Gillmor of Foss, late of North Haven, deceased,
Camden appointed administratoi first and final account filed by
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Ro Lewis C. Foss, executor; Eva M.
land W. Locke of Rockland, eighth Covalt, late of St. George, de
account filed by Ruth G. Locke. ceased. first and final account filed
Guardian; Emma S Bird, late of by Lendon C Jackson, administra
Rockland, deceased, first and final! tor: Manasteh W Spear, late of
account filed by Sidney M Bird, Rockport, deceased, first and final
executor; Helen M. Smith, late of account filed by Mary P. Spear,
Thomaston, deceased, eleventh ac executrix; Asenath Achorn. late of
count filed by National Bank of Rocklar.d. deceased, first and final
Commerce of Portland. Trustee; account filed by Lena B Sherman,
Josephine I. Conary. late of St. executrix; Elizabeth D. Porter, late
George, deceased, second and final of Camden, deceased, second and
account filed by Lillian B. Lord, ad- final account filed by William E.
mfrnstratrix; Levi W. Leadbetter. Berger, executor; Lena S Curfis.
late of Owl's Head, deceased, sec late of Camden, deceased, fiveond and final account filed by tenth accounts filed by The NewDeborah L. Sherman, executrix; York Trust Company and Chaun
A. Walker Brewster, late of Owl's cey Belknap. Trustees: Lucy C
Head, deceased, first and final ac Farnsworth, late of Rockland, de
count filed by William I. Brew ceased. eighth account filed by
ster. executor; Myrtle E. Perry, late Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
of Rockland, deceased, first and Company, Trustee
final account filed by Margery L.
Perry, administratrix; John Tray
nor, late of Spruce Head, deceased,
first and final account filed by
Mamie Traynor. executrix; Verrill
C. Ratten, of Manchester. N H
first and final account filed by
Richard S Ratten, guardian; Wes
ley' A. Rich, late of Camden, de
ceased. first and final account filed
by Ralph R Thompson, executor;
Levi J. Kinney, late of St. George,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Jennie N Grierson ad
ministrator; William F Siden
sparker. late of Warren, deceased
first and final account filed by
Bert J. Benner, administrator.
John D. Mitchell. Jate of Friendship,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Robert A Mitchell, execu
tor; Frank R Harper, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and final
account filed by Evelyn K Harper,
administratrix; Elizabeth T. Ler
mond. late of Thomaston, deceased
second and final account filed by !
Frank D Elliot, executor; Harold
S. Peaslee of Rockland, twentieth
account filed by Edward W Peaslee. j
guardian.
Pet. For Distribution Granted:
Estate Josephine I. Conary, late
of St. George, deceased, filed by
Liiliam B. Lord, administratrix.
Pets. Prob, of Will Presented For
Notice: Charles Sumner Williams,
late of Friendship, deceased. Juliet
C Williams of Friendship named
executrix; John T. Hughes, late of
Camden, deceased, Evelyn M
Hughes of Camden named execu
trix.
Pet. For Adm CT.A Presented
For Notice: Estate. Martha E
Jones, late of Thomaston, deceased.
Charlena M. Russell of Arlington.
Mass , named administratrix, c.t.a
Pets. For Adm Presented For
Notice: Estates, Charles M Lawry
late of Thomaston, deceased, Statie
M. Lawry of Thomaston named ad
ministratrix; Oharles M. Lawry,
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WARREN
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Stra ight blade

or Bow Saw

rooOv do— llto work

-

of a two man saw.
■

W.

C. Ladd & Sons

Marine Insurance

4-’*

In
White. Fancy and

Solid Colors

$1.65 to $2.95
Fancies. Stripes and Solid Colors

69c to $2.50
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

27 Pounds ... 4 Horsopower
More Power Per Pound Them Any Other Sow
See it ia action. Let us give you a free demonstration. This
new saw ... built and backed by Homelite, manufacturers
of more than 300,000 gasoline engine driven units ... is
the best that you can buy.

Draggers, Carriers, Lobster Boats,
GREVIS F. PAYSON

Write or Telephone

The Courier-Gazette
o-aw

’< w.
r '

S. S. JERSIES

1044 or 770

State Senate President Burton
M Cross has promised to veto any
bill antagonistic to the best inter
ests of Maine labor during his term
of office, if he is elected governor
of Mauie.
Representing Gov Payne at tlie
Maine CIO conventon in Old Or
chard, Cross told delegates and la
bor in general not to expect "too
much, too soon."
“Maine takes short steps but they
are always forward." he cautioned.
“The State still has a long way to
go in labor legislation. However. I
pledge you to work during my
term as Oovernor, if I am elected,
for the laboring men and women of
the State and to veto any bill
antagonistic to the best interests of
labor and of the people.”
On a controversial measure, he
said he would have seated "at the
same table" industry, legislator and
labor—and let them work out the
solution.
Also speaking at the session was
Jacob S Potofsky, general presi
dent of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America.
He warned the convention that
Senator Taft, if elected, plans even
stricter controls over labor than
the Taft-Hartley Law "a law which
unfairly restricts the rights of
labor.’’

x^ CHAiN SAW

afternoon at the Orff’s Corner
Church before a large audience Al
so on the program were cello solos
by Miss Barbara Pye of Augusta,
and a patriotic pageant by the 6th
gTade pupils of Mrs. Edna Farlin of
Jefferson

14 SCHOOL ST. - ROCKLAND

8OCIAL sTEfifS
APPRECIATED

Are Discussed By Senator
Cross—What He Told
Maine Federation

HOMELIIE

Tel. 33-3

Kaiser-Frazer-Henry J.
Sales and Service

Rights Of Labor

It's the NEW

Dreweft's Garage

Went Into Finals

Bobby Gardner attracted state
wide attention with his feat of go
ing to the finals in the Junior golf
championship held last week at
Boothbay Harbor. He lost to Albert
Noyes. Jr., a college Freshman 4-3.
He played and won three extra hole
matches to enter the final and his
work was called one of the most
courageous in the history of the
tourney. He held the eventual wrinrer even for ten holes in the final
belore slipping behind the smooth
swinging Noyes.
Noyes entered the final by de-

Chrysler captured 3 first place and 2 second place awards in lhe 19.32
Los Angeles to Sun Valley Economy Run Sweepstakes. Chrysler cars
took first in Classes F, H and I with Chrysler Saratoga six and eight
passenger sedans and the Chrysler Crow n Imperial sedan. Second places
were won in Classes I) and (I by Chrysler Windsor and < hrysler
Imperial sedans. Shown is (he Chrysler Saratoga which won in its class
for Ihe 1.113 mile mountainous run.

SHAKEN DOWN”

Where Communistic mutiny once reigned conditions are
reported to have been "shaken down” to normal on Koje
Island, thanks to reshuffled compounds, and the probable
use of what President Theodore Rosevelt once called "the
big stick" The capture of these many thousand "reds”
appears to have been much easier than keeping them sub
dued behind barbed wire

feating another Rockland golfer.
Danny Flanagan by 3-2 in the semi
final Friday morning. The Gard
ner-Noyes match was plaj-ed that
afternoon and
Bobby returned
home in time to take an important
part in the Rockets defeat of the
Clippers that evening to round out
a busy sports day.
• • • •
The
St.
George
Torpedoes hand
;
ed Camden their eighth straight
! loss Monday night 10-7 in 11 innings. Camden had led all the way
until the ninth when the visitors
• * ♦ *
pushed over two to tie. In the
The Suburban little Leaguers eleventh, with darkness falling, an
held a day at Camden Saturday error opened the gates ahd then
with a parade picture taking, and George
Alex
tripled.
Smith
two ball games. In the first Rock doubled, and Freddy Alien singled
port edged the Lions in a great for the three winning runs.
game 2-1 when Monden lashed a
Chubby Ryder homered in the
a homer in the fourth for the win first with one on. Alex had three
ning run after each had scored one of the St. George hits ahd Walt
in the first. In the second game Drinkwater and Smith had two.
Thomaston outslugged the Knoxers Ryder, Halsey Murch. and Ronnie
to snatch a 23-13 decision. Homers Banks had two each for Camden
in this one were hit by Percy Rob Score:
inson and Eddie Smith of Thomas St George.
0000500020 3—10- 0-1
ton and Carr of Camden.
* • * •
Camden,
20300110000— 7-15-1
The Warren Tigers got back on ,
Kinney, Hyvarinen
(30 and
their home field Sunday and cele
brated by handing Camden their ’ Alex; Burkett and Young.
• • • *
seventh straight loss of the season !
7-2. A two-run fourth inning sent 1 In Rockland Little League action
Warren ahead to stay as Clayt the Odd Fellows won over the Lions
Fales and Jim Halligan singled, j 8-0 as Hill and Nelson held the
and an error and wild pitch fol losers to two hits. A homer by
Morse was the high point of a sixlowed, to allow two to score.
Johnny Jerkins continued his run third inning rally.
The Suburban League game be
hard hitting with a triple and
single and Red Demmons socked tween Rockport and the Camden
two doubles Chubby Ryder of the Knoxers saw the Rockport team
score 20 runs in the fifth inning
losers had two hits.
Warren, 20020030 0-7-10-0 and win by 33-11 game. It was the
Camden. 00200000 0-2- 7-1 highest scoring game of the season
Bosser and Robinson; Richards and the highest scoring inning.
and Young

Chrysler Wins Five Economy Run Awards

■dltor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

Loses To Rockland In 15 Innings and To

(By Bob Mayo)
The Rockland Rockets just about
wrapped up the first half pennant
in the
Knox-Lincoln Twilight
league Sunday when they won a 15inning thriller from Waldoboro 5-4
The lead changed hands five times
during the first nine innings, with
Rockland sending over the tying
run with two out in the last of the
ninth. Christy Alex started and
went until the ninth He did well
and probably would have won in
regulation time but for costly Rock
et errors.
The home team opend the scor
ing in the second, when Dick Sta
ples. Bobby Gardner and Gary Sea
vey singled in succession Thev held
the lead until the fifth when Wal
doboro went ahead with two A
single by Hodgkins a walk and er
ror Jammed the bases with one out.
One run came in when a double
play missed fire and the second was
rescued by an error
Rockland promptly hopped back
into the lead in their half of the
inning Al Barlow walked, and Bun
Thompson. Hal Hall and Bobby
Oardner singled The visitors tied
ln the seventh when Willis Hallo
well walked, stole second and came
in on Viv Burnheimer's single. They
went ahead in the eighth as Chuck
Begley and Skipper Hart singled
around the inevitable error.
Two were out in the ninth when
Waldoboro brought in Don Bowman
to polish it off He started by giv
ing a fatal walk to Hall; Billy Hol
den then came through with his
oniy hit of the day, a single and
Dick Staples doubled to deep cen
ter to send the tying run over. Hol
den had relieved Alex in the ninth
and he struck out the side in that
frame. However, he ran into serious
trouble ln the eleventh when Vic
Burnheimer trippled with two out.
Bowman and Begley were then
purposely passed and the strategy
paid off as Delano was retired.
Rockland just missed pay dirt in
the 14th. Staples singled, an error
on Bob Dean's grounder put run
ners on second and third but Bow
man caught Seavey's harsh liner
and doubled Staples off third The
Rockets finally sent the crowd home
in the fifteenth. Seavey opend with
a double; he went to third on an
error and then Bob Teel got his
only hit of the day to win the long
struggle. Staples and Gardner had
four hits each to lead the Rockets
and Gardner turned in the fielding
gem with a grab of a liner behind
second and then doubled the runner
off first. Score:
Rockland
01 0 0 20 0010000 0 1-5-17-5
Waldoboro
0000201 1 0000000—4-12-1
Alex. Holden («» and Hall; lives.
Bowman i9i and Hart.
* * * *
Thomaston scored early and then
hald on to win over St. George 5-3
Sunday. They scored all their runs
in the first two innings and St.
George all theirs in the third. Jim
my Hall pitched five hit ball to out
last two opposing pitchers Art Mills
and Wiggin. He was troubled with
wildness, notably in the third when
three passes along with Art Smith
and Freddy Allen singles gave the
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Yachts, Outboards

FARM MACHINERY DIVISION
73-T-79
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
June 25—The Woman's Educational
Club will hold a picnic at the
Moody Cottage. Lucia Beach.
June 26—At Warren. Banquet and
25th annual meeting of the War
ren High School A'.umni Associa
tion.
June 27—At Warren, organ and vo
cal concert at Baptist Church
June 27—Firemen's Ball, Commun
ity Building
June 30—Maine Funeral Directors’
Annual
Convention.
Samoset
Hotel.
July 2-6—U S. Camera Magazine
Tour at Rangeley
July 3. 4. and 5—Thomaston’s "In
dependence Day” celebration.
July 4—Independence Day
July 4-12- -Vorld's Championship
Tuna Harpoon Derby, Orr’s Island
and Bailey’s Wand
July 7-18—Federated Church Daily
Bible School. Thomaston
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at
Belfast
July 14—Red Cross Bloodmobile to
visit Rocklannd, 10 a m -4 p. m
Bok Home
July 17—Camden Garden Club
Open House
July 20-26 -Waterville celebrates Its
seaqu'.centennial year.
July 20-27—York celebrates Its ter
centennial
July 26-Aug 2—International Re
gatta and Water Sports Festival
at Boothbay Harbor
July 39-July 3—National Conven
tion of BF.W. at Hotel Statler,
Boston.
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival
Aug. 10—American legion Youth
Picnic
Aug. 10-17—Centennial Week oi St.
Peter's Church
Aug. 13—Historical Pageant of St
Peter's Church at Community
Bulldinq
Aug. 14—Centennial Banquet of St
Peter's Church
Aug. 18-27—Union Fair.
Aug. 20—Maine’s Three-quarter
Century Club at the University of
Maine. Orono.
Aug 21—At Baptist Church. War
ren, Mid-Summer Concert.

Lucien K. Green, Jr . will be in
New York Wednesday in Interest of
Lucien K Green & Son.
Rev. Dagino. pastor of the Little
field Memorial Church will be the
guest speaker before the Rockland
Lions Club Wednesday His subject
will be "Christianity Behind The
Iron Curtain."

Tonian Circle will hold a picnic
supper Wednesday night at the
cottage of Mrs B. J Dowling and
Miss Gladys Blethen, Pleasant
Beach

Christy Adams will be the guest
speaker at graduation exercises of
Knox Business College at Hotel
Rockland Thursday, June 26 at
730 p. m.
The Rockland Firemen's Ball
will be held Friday night at the
Community Building. All money ta
ken in will be used to purchase uni
forms for the 39 call men in the de
partment, and they will be turned
over to the city Music for the ball
is by Henry Steele and his Fire
house Five.
The State Dental Convention will
be held at the Samoset Hotel, June
26. 27. 28.

Judith and Jane Segal are at
Camp Tanglewood, Lincolnville for
the Summer.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday night.
Arrived—Blouses and other things
at Fannie's Dry Goods Store. 15
Park Street.
76-78
cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
office—four for 50 cents Get them
In the front office.
tf
OPS.

Read The Courier-Gazette

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.

Giant Speedometer Cuts Accidents

"A laugh a minute” is promised
to all who attend the minstrel
show to be presented the night of
June 27 at South Thomaston
Grange Hall by the Star Masonic
Club This is the third annual minstrels presented by the group and
promises to out strip its predecessors in the world of mirth. It will
be preceded at 5.30-730 by a "Keag
Supper' with * curtain lor the fun
festival rising at 8 15 sharp.

|
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|
|
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Lieut, and Mrs Scott of the Sal
vation Army have received word
that they are leaving Rockland
June 29 The Vacation Bible School
will be cancelled for the time being.

Mrs. Esther Mayo of the Maine
Extension Service and Miss Made- I
line G Philbrick. Knox County Ci
vil Defense staff member, attended
a meeting of the Women's Legisla
tive Council of Maine at Colby Col
lege June 20. when women's parti
cipation in the civil defense effort '
was the topic. Mrs Mayo's subject
was "Canteen service by women,”
while Miss Philbrick spoke on
Women's CD organization, at the '
county level.”

The Black Cat
«Continued from Page Onei
knowledglng United States hospi- ,
tality.
But the third who wrote a pas- .
sionate diatribe against everything
American, past, present and future, i
vas summoned to the Kremlin and
told to name his own reward.
Please, Comrade Stalin," he be
gan, "send me back to the United
States."—Globe's Daily Story.
A noisy mouse saved a Barre, Vt.,
home from a serious fire damage
But there are some women who
would have preferred the fire.
—-O—Two television sets, standing side
by side, and operating on different
channels, were giving spectators a
thrill at the House-Sherman head
quarters yesterday.
—o—
One year ago: Sgt Austin F
Huntley of South Thomaston was
injured in a plane crash near
Omaha Lieut. Hartwell Dowling
of Rockland, was uninjured when
his plane crashed at Bangor—Wal
ter Guptill and Carl Rogers were
rescued in Rockland Harbor after
their boat overturned---- Deaths:
Thomaston. Clarence W. Long. 70;
Rockland. Donald B Logan of
Friendship. 69, Rockland, Gustav
Anderson. 67.

BORN
Dinsmore—At
Knox Hospital.
June 21, to Mr and Mrs. Harland
Dinsmore, a son.
Johnson—At Knox Hospital. June
21. to Mr and Mrs. Crosby Johnson
of Appleton, a daughter.
(offleld—At Knox Hospital, June
23. to Mr and Mrs William Thomas
Coffield of Owl's Head, a son.
DIED

Cameron—At Rockland, June 22,
Tinie L. widow of Elijah H Cam
eron, age 78 years Funeral services
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
her residence, 39 Pleasant St. In
terment in Sea View Cemetery
Duncan—At Rockland. June 24.
Oscar Stevens Duncan. Funeral
Thurs, at 2 p m. from his residece, 158 Main St. Interment in
Sea View Cemetery.
Carter—At Thomaston. June 21.
Mrs. Sarah F. Carter, age 96 years
Funeray today at 1 p. m. from Da
vis Funeral Home 22 Knox street.
Thomaston. Interment in Grove
Cemetery. Belfast
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Ralph Mur
ray. who passed away June 23, 1949
Without a word of warning,
Or even a faint good-bye,
You left us loved ones
Here on earth to wonder why.
God. alone, knows how much we
miss you
Since that sad and unforgettable
day.
Father, mother, sister and aunt

78* lt
TOWER ROOM
IN MEMORIAM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
In loving memory of Winnie J
Auspice® Knights ef Columbus
16-T*Th-tf Athearn, who passed awav June 24.

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILFHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
84 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
BOCKLAND, ME.

Bafamartramafaigmzigraj

1945
June brings sad memories
Of a loved one gone to rest.
But will always be remembered
By the ones who loved her best
Lovingly remembered by her hus
band, Owen B. Athearn and fam
ily.
76* lt
CARD OF THANKS

The
Church
zations
Benefit

Holy Trinity Lutheran
thanks all donors, organi
and persons who made the
Concert a success.
76-lt
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincerest
thanks to our friends and relatives
for our shower of cards, flowers
and gifts, and to those who assist
ed in any way in making our anni
versary a happy one.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland Seavey.
*
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Will Open In Warren To
morrow Occupying the
Life Saver

Ambulance Service 1
mt

New Exhibition
Boston Independent Artists
Showing Art and Sculp
ture At Farnsworth
Museum

Ceiling Prices

Municipal Court

"Grats" For Payne

Vic Vet tayf

•»♦•

goooWfar

ANY SIZE
On Order at

POWER LAWN MOWERS
With Briggs & Stratton Gasoline Engines

$96.00 and up
A Great Time and Energy Saver!

TEL8. S98-884-M
HI-11! LIMEROCK 8T.
BOCKLAND.

WASHINGTON GOLDEN WEDDING

Bum’s Old Homestead, operated
by Mr and Mrs Arlington Burns
An exhibition of paintings and
of Union, will open Wednesday on
sculpture of the Boston Society of
Route 1. Junction of Routes One
Independent Artiste, Inc. is now on
anti Ninety, for the season.
Featured during opening week.
exhibit in the Main Gallery of the
Wednesday through Sunday, at
Wiliam A Farnsworth Library and
eveiy meal, will be free strawberry
Art Museum The society exhibi
shortcake
tion is one of the finest to be pre
The Homestead will specialize in
sented by the museum and in the
fried chicken and will carry sea
works of art, one will find all
food, as clams, lobsters and scal
schools of thought well represented
lops and will also serve steaks, in
by outstanding artists of New Eng
addition to light lunches. Two
land.
special meals, daily, will be on the
Among the paintings shown is
menu, and hours will be from 7 30
Morning on Clark Steady" by Paul
a m to 11 p m every day. Fresh
Sample, which was presented to
vegetables from the farm will be
this musuem by the Boston Society
served in season, and freshly made
of Independent Artists. Mr. Sample
pastry daily, will be served.
The dining-room of the Home
is represented in the permanent
stead, formerly the Life Saver Tea
collection of the Farnsworth Muse
To make motorists conscious of speed limits, the Seattle. Wash,
um and a number of his paintings
room. is airy and cool, and will
police department has put into operation a Powergiide Chevrolet with
haie been exhibited in the past.
seat
50.
It
is
newly-equipped
with
a precise speed clock mounted at the rear. Flashing red and amber
There are also paintings by Walbooths. In natural finish, which
lights on the giant exterior dial reflect the speed recorded by the car's
speedometer. Police drive the car around the city an average of 90
Peirce. Emily Muir, Karl Zerbe,
blends with the green and white of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph Turffs.
miles a day and report it lias reduced accidents appreciably. Two-way
the room.
Reva J. Pomeroy. Edw.n Clare and
radio and a loudspeaker system to caution drivers are included.
Mr and Mrs Joseph Turffs of
For the past seven years Mr
Mr Turffs. who retired 15 years Laurence P. Sisson whose works are
and Mrs. Burns have been cater Windy Hill Farm, Washington, ago, came to Washington seven well-known to the visitors of the
part of the trouble which they ing at fairs over the State and m observed their Golden Wedding years ago. He owned barber shops Farnsworth Museum.
Have Brief Life
cause.
j New Hampshire When Mr. Burns anniversary Sunday with a recep ( in the New York area and managed
the Terminal Barber Shops for sev
attends the fairs this year, Mrs. tion f«r friends and neighbors.
The couple were married in Wor eral years.
Burns will carry on the business
DUTCH NECK
cester, Mass., June 25. 1902. making
The couple have one son. Clar
here at Warren
Mr. and Mrs Walter Cotton and
their home in New York City the ence Turffs of Washington, and Late Bulletins Announced
daughter Cynthia. Mrs Gertha Mil
greater part of their married life. , two grandchildren, Linda and Peter.
By the Price Stabiliza
ler, Mrs Austin Achorn and son,
tion
all of Waldoboro were Friday night
Robert K Mayo of Thomaston
callers at the home of Mr. and Mrs. pleaded Innocent but was found
Dollars and cents ceiling* have
Linwood Miller.
guilty of drunken driving in Cam
been placed on baler and binder
Mrs. Lena Miller of Bath came den on June 21 and was fined $100
Come From Gen. Eisen
twine, widely used by fanners, the
Friday for a weeks visit with her ! and costs of $6.06 in Municipal
©1951 National Wildlife Federation
hower and Harold
Fwuen a veteran leaves? Maine District Office of Price Sta
niece, Mrs. Arthur Creamer and Court Monday morning.
bilization announced. District di
White-Fooled Mouse
■SERVICE WITH &I1E&M
Stassen
other relatives.
An appeal to the November term
rector Edmund S. Muskie said the
INSURANCE UNDE12 WAIVER
Mrs Marion McRae is guest of of Superior Court was noted and
Life is short for White-Footed
Gov Payne said yesterday he re
new ceilings, the dealers place of
friends
in
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
and
Dec

OF
PREMIUMS,THE
WAIVER
Mice. They are old at the age of
he was released on $200 bail.
ceived Gen. Eisenhower’s congratu
business and exclusive of any cus
atur, Ill.
• * * •
LASTS I2O DAYS AFTER
three, and they hardly ever live to
lations on his Republican primary
tomary discounts are: for 40 pound
Mrs Ella Wallace, Mrs. Eben
Toiva Tarvinen
of Rockland victory over Senator Brewster for
discharge, but it does
bale of baler twine. $1830 for stan
be more than five To survive that Wallace and children were business pleaded guilty to reckless driving in
not protect him a&aiwst
dard and $18 60 for new Holland
long, they must stay out of the visitors in Damariscotta on Tues Rockport on Route 1 and on June the U. S. Senate nomination.
EXPIRATION OF HtS FtotlCT
The presidential candidate's tel
black. For 50 pound bale of binder
clutches of their enemies
day.
21 and paid a fine ot $50 and costs egram from Denver Colo., read:
twine, $18 00 for 500 ft./lb.; $19.50
Some of them are lucky and
Misses Patricia Benner and Joan of $2.70.
"Sincerest
congratulations
on
your
for
550 ft. lb.; and $21.40 for 600
avoid capture. But according to the Harris of Waldoboro spent Friday
hard fought and highly significant
ft./lb.
National Wildlife Federation, un with their cousins Diane ad Ron
Victor J Hazen of New York
victory. Best regards. Dwight Eis
OPS reminded automobile deal
told numbers are seized and eaten ald Miller.
City was charged with speeding on
enhower.”
ers
and prospective buyers that the
by hawks, owls, skunks, weasels,
Mrs.- Robert Winchenbach and , Route 1 Rockport on June 21 but
Payne is supporting Eisenhower
ceiling prices of used passenger
minks, foxes and snakes.
children
of Waldoboro called failed to appear and his bail was
for the Republican presidential
cars 1951 and earlier must be re
Despite this toll, White-Footed Thursday afternoon on Mrs. Myron forfeited.
duced two percent on July 1. An
nomination
next
month.
Brewster
*
•
•
•
Mice are plentiful in nearly all Chase and Mrs Eben Wallace.
is a Taft backer.
son N. Cook, head of the Maine
parts of the United States. Some
Edward Yore of Brunswick was a i Raymond Wood of Cushing was
District Automotive Section, said
The
Governor
said
he
also
refound
guilty
of
digging
clams
in
a
times they live in buildings, but Sunday visitor at the home of Mr.
the reduction is the regular threeclosed area in South Thomaston on | ceived congratulations from Harold
they get along just as well in fields and Mrs Vernon Day.
month rut required under the used
Stassen, also a candidate for the
and woodlands In all kinds of
For full information contact your nearest
Mrs. Mamie Chase returned Sat June 20 and paid a fine of $20 and
, GOP presidential nomination.
passenger car ceiling price regula
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION otbue
weather. Summer and Winter, they urday from a month's visit with costs of $2.70
» • • *
tion.
make the best of what they have. her daughter, Mi.ss Mabel Chase in
Recent freight rate increases are
Charles E. Mansfield 18 Rockland
APPLETON
On grassy plains White-Footed Allston, Mass. Miss Chase. Mrs
; being leflected in ceiling prices in
street,
pleaded
guilty
to
speeding
Stanley
Demouth
has
empioyhent
Uncle
Sam
Says
Mice burrow in the ground Ir for Nettie Taylor. Mrs. Howard Smith
some trades OPS pointed out.
ests. they may dig their shelters un and daughter Shirley of Allston, ac on Route 1 in Rockport on June 21 at the Augusta State Hospital.
Maine District price executive
and
paid
a
fine
of
$10.
Professor
and
Mrs.
Myron
Piles
der rocks, stumps and logs or they companied Mrs. Chase home and
• * • •
Milton J Glaser said the increases
of
Medford,
Mass.,
have
opened
may live in the hollows of trees. Be remained for the week-end.
The license of William C. Rob
already have forced OPS to boost
cause they are good at climbing,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller and ertson of Rockland was suspended their home here for the Summer.
ceilings on many consumer items
Mrs
Frances
Robbins
is
employed
sometimes they go high above the children recently visited Mr. and
for 10 days and he was fined $20 as cook at Tamarack Lodge, Rock
carried in department and hard
ground to find tree holes or old Mrs Robert Litterney at Pittston costs of $2.70 after being found
ware stores and by other retailers.
port.
bird nests in which to make their and also were supper guests of Mr guilty of driving to endanger on
Mrs. Esther Moody ar.d Mrs.
Glaser said the hikes were granted
homes.
and Mrs. Arthur Benner in Ran Route 1 in Rockport on June 22.
under OPS industry earnings stan
Ruby Chaples of Rosewood Chap
In the spot which they choose, dolph.
ter, O.ES. attended the meeting
dard which authorizes higher ceil
the parents carefully build a nest
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waltz of
of Orient Chapter Friday night.
ings when profits go below a cer
MARTINSVILLE
of plant materials In it they raise West Waldoboro were Wednesday
tain level. He pointed out that OPS
Charles Dwyer and Albert Rob The degrees were conferred on two
several litters of young each year night visitors of Mr. and Mrs. My
has no authority over freight rates.
inson attended the commencement candidates.
There are from three to seven ba ron Chase.
Mayo Carlton, son of Mr and
exercises at Colby College the
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
bies in each litter.
Now! Direct Plane Service from
Mrs. Freeman Carlton, has enlisted
week-end of June 14
At birth, a White-Footed Mouse bach and three children of Friend
Rockland! Connecting flights with
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hannemann in the U. S. Army and is at Fort
is tiny, blind and helpless It is on ship were Sunday afternoon visi
all leading Airlines. Rockland Tra
and son Paul were Father's Pay Devens awaiting assignment.
ly an inch and a half long, and de tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
vel Bureau. Tel. 563-R for reserva
Mrs Annie Heald is very ill at
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
pends on its mother for food But K Winchenbach.
tions and Information.
4-T-tf
her home She is being cared for
Paul Hannemann
Frederick Winchenbach. small
it grows rapidly and soon is on its
Mr. ad Mrs Warren Scholl of by her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ed. Rich
own. In less than three weeks it has ' son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Win Natick, Mass., spent two days with ards of Rockland.
There is a job to be done and every
its eyes open and no longer needs chenbach of Waldoboro is staying Mr. and Mrs Harold Hupper re
American citizen has been asked to
Alumni Banquet
with his uncle and aunt, Mr. and cently
his share. Our boys now going
milk.
The first Alumni Banquet will be do
into the Defense services need your
By the time it is two months old Mrs. Everett Winchenbach during
Mrs. Sherwood Cook was at Man held in Riverside Hall, Thursday all-out support ar.d in every possible
the White-Footed Mouse is fully the illness of his mother.
chester. N. H , recently, where she night. June 26. at 630 o’clock. An way, from the manufacture of arm
Mr and Mrs. A. G Harrison of attended an exhibition of the alumni association will be formed ament to helping finance our huge
grown It ts seven and a half inches
long, including a tail that measures L I. N. Y. have arrived to spend paintings of her father, Merle ! and officers elected. This will be defense program. Volunteers are
needed to help in a vital part of the
three and a half inches. Its body the next few months at their Sum- James of Cushing.
followed by a dance. Mrs Esther country’s struggle for existence.
is plump and. for a small creature l mer home "Larchmont”
Mr and Mrs. Bvron Hahn of Keating is in charge of the supper. Whatever your job you can help in
this great program, both by the pur
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Stah! were Somerville. Mass . have been guests
lt has large ears and eyes and a
Reservations should be made with
recent evening callers of Miss Villa of Mr. Hahn's aunt, Mrs Thankful Roland Gushee. Royce Miller or chase of Defense Bonds to the limit
long head
of your ability and by asking your
True to Its name, the White- Stahl. Harry and Ralph Stahl at Harris.
Hilda Stockbridge Invitations have friends and neighbors to invest in
Footed Mouse has white feet The Broad Cove.
Brian Routledge and family of been sent out but if any chance U. S. Defense Bonds.
U. S. Treasury Department
underside of its body is white, too.
Needham. Mass., have been spend your name has been overlooked and
For
a
small
inexpensive
scranIts head, back and side's may be
ing a brief holiday at their cottage. you are a graduate of Appleton
A conservative is one who be
book. you might use several sections
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Watts and High School be assured the wel
either fawn, brown or gray.
lieves in everything that will pre
Because it is so dull in color, the of unprinted newspaper which The Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper at- come mat will be out for you.
One Ring That
serve his present advantage.
little lnimal does not attract much Courier-Gazette has for sale at i tended the w'edding at Waban,
IOOF
Memorial
Services
123*156
Mass., June 14. of Joyce McCoy
attention as it scurries around a very modest price.
Is In Style
The Appleton Lodge of Odd Fel
and John R. Hupper.
looking for food. It feasts on many
lows with Golden Rod Rebekah
CLAYT BITLER
Miss Lura Hoit of Hampden and
kinds of seeds and nuts, and it also
The Postman might ring
Wants To See YOU about
a friend, have been vacationing at Lodge and friends as guests, held
WANTED
likes snails and insects. Besides the
twice, but for a man get
their
annual
Memorial
exercises
in
Miss Hoit's camp on the Head.
meals which it eats every day. it
Couple to Manage
ting married, he's all
Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer and IOOF Hall June 13. Frank Harding.
collects supplies and stores then
Attorney at Law, of Rockland was
wedding
bells.
Poultry
Farm.
daughter
Barbara
were
at
WaterI
TIRES
away. In its cheek pouches, it
town. Mass . this past week-end at the speaker, and his talk was en
Important to a bride
Living Quarters.
carries grain and bits of nuts to
tending the wedding of Mrs. Saw joyed by all . Several of the Rebek
References Required.
groom is his wardrobe.
the hiding place where it saves food
yer's
niece. Barbara Sawyer was ahs conducted a very beautiful and
for the Winter.
So from head to foot, we
impressive memorial service Royce
one of the bridesmaids
Business
Like their gray cousins. WhiteHillcrest
Miller presided at the piano and at
can dress you smartly,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Hupper
of
Footed Mice are usually looked up
the close of the meeting an old
wisely and economically.
New
York
passed
a
few
days
the
Opportunity
on as pests. They eat valuable
Poultry Co.
past week at "Spruce Coves." the fashioned sing was enjoyed. Re
If you are taking the
grain, and sometimes they damage
UNION, ME. - TEL. 38
For a Few Select
Summer home of the Roscoe Hup freshments of ice cream, cake and
Big Step, take a couple of
houses and barns. By eating in
I
coffee
were
served
by
the
brothers.
75-77
pers.
DRIVER SALESMEN
sects. though, they make up for
steps into our store first
____________
Small Amount of Capital
For social Items In The Courierfor your wardrobe.
Required.
Oaaette. Phone 1044, City.
tl
RUBBER STAMPS
Big Profits for Right Men.

Electric Lawn Trimmers

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Burns' Tea Room

Pag* Tint

We Maintain a Service and Repair Parts
For Our Merchandise

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
342 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

(OUR SHOP WILL BE CLOSED DURING
FOURTH OF JULY WEEK-END)

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
Sidney L Cullen

TEL. 907 or 770
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

75-78*78-78

97*tl

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WRITE A. B.
% The Courier-Gazette

76-78

WANTED
EXPERIENCED OR APPRENTICE
FISH CUTTERS

Must Be 18 Years Old.

Apply in Person

FEYLER FISH CO., Inc.
LIME OO. WHARF . ROCKLAND
74-76

Our Rental Service
Is At Your Disposal
White Formal Coats
Tuxedos, Tail Coats
Full Dress Shirts
Tie, Cuff Links, Stud
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Tuesdiy-Thurtday* Saturday

heating unit of the bath house.
Damage is reported slight.
Hilliard R. Spear, postmaster here
ALENA L STARRETT
at Warren, attended Saturday the
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
meeting of the Maine Chapter, Na
Telephone 40
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
tional Association of Postmasters,
Former Friendship Man, Prominent In
■IKE'S
LITTLE IT COSTS
in Augusta He was accompanied by
Aliverti—anto In 1Mb column not to exceed three Hnm tneerted
and Mrs Earle Moore. Jr of Donald C George, postmaster at
Engineering, Writes Interesting Letter
i for M cento, three times, one dollar. Additional Unee 18 cento , Mr
5
Ori
> fer each Une, half price each additional time need. Fire email
Orono,
are passing a few days in Thomaston
The members of the Riverside
tha town with ha parents.
Nettee! AU “blind ad»“ to called. L e. adTcntoemento which
having a grand pillow fight. I ac
Miss Freda Jamison returned Club will meet at the church at
862 Park Square Building
the aaewere to be aent ta The Coorler-Gaxette office fer haadcosted them thus "Oood morning.
Saturday to Bridgewater, after be- , 6 30 p. m., for a mystery ride folBoston 16, Mass
, eeet 25 cento additionaL
ing guest for a week at the home of lowed by a picnic Wednesday night.
Possums I hope you had a good
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
Mr and Mrs. Russell Smith.
• Sweets will be furnished. ArrangeALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
I don’t know who ’’Our Bob ” is [ night's sleep ” One ot them ""
Ito elaeetfled ade will be accepted without the cash and no bookMr and Mrs. Harry Stred and ments are in charge of the followbut I’m quite certain that he has: pUed 'We was asleep mlster” 1
will be maintained for theee ada.
daughter, Kristin, passed the week- i ing committee. Mr and Mrs Paul
an ingrowing Anti Ted Williams ' 10,11 them they could tel1 that *
end in Palmer. Mass . with his par- Diliaway. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
complex Let me quote what he lhe Marlnes but lf they were gOln«
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
ents. Mr and Mrs. Harry Stred. Sr. Mathews and Mr. and Mrs. Michael
has to say about the work of your : 10 rai* a rou«h house that eVeT
ae received exeept from firme or tndlriduale maintaining regular aeMembers of the Class of 1952. Halligan.
comrades of the press, the Boston ning they had betler COme and
wlth The Courier-Gaietto. Count the Word*—Five to a Una.
Warren High School, and their
Certificate* To Be Awarded
Herald and Traveler: ’’Two Bos visit me They wanted to know
where I lived and I gave them my
chaperones Mr and Mrs. Howard
ton papers turned the weight of
Five 50-year certificates will be
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
room number and went to my of
Stetson, returned home Sunday
their promotion department into
awarded Friday evening at Cres
fice.
FURNITURE Household Articles,
POR SALE: New. John Deere from the classs New York-Wash cent Temple. P S. the presentation
making Williams Day a success. It
miscellaneous items for sale Thurs- Side Rakes, Balers, No. 5 Mowers, ing trip of a week.
That evening I left my door open
was alleged that a quarter of a
made in behalf of the Temple, by
day and Saturday evenings. 6 to Dump Rakes. 1-horse Cultivators.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Leach and Mr
million
memory
cards
(whatever
I
alld
pretty soon a kid in pajamas
Otto
Irvine
of
South
Warren,
8pm; Friday. 4 to 6 p. m. Resi Spreaders & Manure Loaders. De- and Mrs. Leo Laukka are on a few
they are) were signed though the |came ln 80011 another followed
dence ANNIE CLARK Beech St . Laval Milkers. Wilson Coolers.
Grand Representative. Friendship
significance of this escapes me and before long all but one were
Rockport. Me.
76'lt Complete Farm Equipment. W S days motor trip during which they Temple of Friendship has been in
PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville. will visit parts of Canada.
Half the people who signed them ! sittin8 around my room. We had
vited.
including
Mrs.
Gertrude
OliTERRIER for sale. male. 3 yrs. of Me Tel. 613.______________ 76-78
The Warren Are department was
don't
know Ted Williams from Ted a real S0^ bul1 a*"10" untU “
excellent hunting strain for rats,
evr. past grand senior, and an in
called Friday night to a fire which
FOR SALE
Andrus.”
was time for them to go to bed.
coon or mink, nice pet Price $20
vitation has been sent to Mrs Bar
RUG Fiber 9x12. rose color; 172 had caught the roof of the Miles
VERNON TOLMAN. West Rock
Newspapers
admittedly
overstate
'
Each one signed his name and adbara Blake of Boothbay Harbor,
port________________________ 76’78 SO. MAIN ST . Rockland, Me
Leach steam bath house, from the
matters as a selling policy, so that \ dress on 3 sheet of paper for me
district deputy grand chief. Miss
76*78
IMS FORD 2-ton Truck for sale
we can discount "Our Bob’s” "half and *'hen I said goodnight they
Doris Hyler has been named chair
Good condition, insulated body.
ALL Building Materials at corner
the people" along with the possible *ent back to their rooms in an
man of the refreshments commit
BEGAN WHEN A WEEKLY LOG
TEL. 1543-W.
76’78 of Rankin and Union Sts will be
j magnification of the number of sig- orderly fashion. The eighth boy
WAS KCPT OF CRIMES,AND
for sale, as of Saturday a. m. June
tee for the evening.
Owl’s Head, furnished cottage to
1941 BUICK 40A Sedan for sale, 28. inclusive, doors, windows, floor
PUNISHMENT INFLICTED TO
1 natures in the Ted Williams mem- ' was tlhe one who hatched up the
ceiling price, $451. Will sell for ing, plumbing supplies, clapboards, let. 8 rooms, bath, elect., fireplace,
Miss Jamison Honored
THE OFFENDER ON MONDAY.
ory book. I reckon that there are i "Poasum’’ stunt and he was a bit
$350 cash or terms. May be seen etc Contact C. F MARBLE, on W’oodds above bay, $200 monthly.
Mrs. Edward Barrett and Mrs.
[ guests at every wedding who sign lmild ,or fear 1 mlghl make trouWe
at 44 GAY ST
76*78 premises from 8 a. m. on.
ROCKWELL.
Coopers
Mills.
Me
76-78 Tel. Washington 4-5.
76'78 Frank Barrett entertained Friday by Mrs. Arthur Starrett, member I ter Irene arrived one day last week ln ^hp guest book who care little for him
USED Croslev elec Ref., for sale.
FOR SALE: Used. Side Rakes,
at the home of the former at a
down; elec. Washing Machine, $1
at The Firs to remain during the f about the bride orgroom. Don’t j Sunday morning the seven who
COTTAGE
to
let
at
Norton
Pond
of the class of 1921.
down. Several to choose from. IHC * Case. IHC & John Deere E. C. BICKNELL. Tel. 1382-M j luncheon in honor of Miss Freda
Stuart C. Burgess, of Class 1921. Summer Mr. Mendelson will arrive|rai1 away with the idea however had been ln my room showed up
FRANCES E HERRICK 99 Cam Horse Mowers, Case Mower. Allis76-78 ' Jamison, Bridgewater, house guest
Rockland attorney, who ls presi at an early date for a short stay [that there were not a lot of folks as agreed and went out to the hotel
den St. Tel. 1245
76*78 Chalmers WC Mower Gehl Ensilage
LOG Cabin on shore at Spruce the past week of Mrs Russell dent of the Association this year, before he comes to remain during Rho signed ln the memory books parking lot where I snapped a
Blower IHC Com Binder, IHC 5-ft.
" HAMSTERS !or sale. NORMAN DIM Harrows. 2-horse Hoe. Lime Head to let. Accommodates five Smith In addition to the honor
: *’iLh a genuine desire to wish Ted couple pictures of them. When
will preside at the business meet the later part of the season.
R. ANDERSON. 23 Beechwood St . Sower
W. S. PILLSBURY &
rt“as°Ilatl1® T™' 'guests and hostesses present were,
Thomaston.
76*78 SON. Waterville.
ing.
Mr. and Mrs Leigherst Bursch Williams well in his forced separa- these were developed I sent a print
,.
.
. .
76-78 Camden 2606 or write P. A. SAW- “
YER, 35 Harden Ave , Camden.
|Mrs Snuth and three daughters,
A slate of officers will be sub- who passed the Winter months in I‘on from his customary life. I to each of the seven "possums”
McOORMICK-Deering 6 ft. Cut
For packing shipments of fragile
75*77 [ Carrie-Sue, Alice and Evelyn, Mrs. mitted for election by Chester O New York have returned to the vil- I hope that "Our Bob” is also a vet- who had come to my room.
Mowing Machine for sale. Priced
merchandise,
nothing
ls
more
pracCOLBY Cottage to let, at Spruce Lloyd Maxey and son, Dennison, Wyllie, chairman of thenominating iage and opened their cottage for } eran so that he has some idea of
right. TEL. 257-W1 after 6pm
I received letters of thanks from
new8P_apers Bundles | Head Island, for July and August. Mrs. Edna Barrett, Sally Barrett,
76-78 ^al_^an
[ the Summer.
I what it means to postpone and four of the seven which ls a lot
committee
10 cents and up at The Courier Sleeps six. MRS HOOPER Tel.
daughter of Mrs Frank Barrett,
CIRCULATING Coal Heater, Gazette
Melvin R Hall of Whitman, acmaybe forever lose hopes he has better percentage than Jesus got
<2’a* 1269-J
email size, for sale; also 8-tube
j and Susan Barrett daughter of
companied
by
his
grandson
Bruce
:
a
right to cherish, in order to serve from his healed lepers. One of the
Philco Cabinet Radio. Roll of Wire
COTTAGE for sale at Coopers
Edward Barrett
Hall are visiting relatives andln the Armed Forces of his country boys in his letter told me that they
fencing. Preserving Jars.
TEL
Beach. Lights, water, fireplace. ;
Call at 56 MASONIC ST.
75-77
705-R.
76-78
friends in this town and also in Li1 am one of those who took time had a baseball nine and asked me
Button Club
GREEN Tarpaulin lost, between
FROM June 15 to July 12. 5-room
Mr*. Florence Calderwood
berty and Chelsea.
,
and walked to a location of one if I would try to get Ted Williams
BIRD Houses, Feeding Stations,
The Tri-County Button Club will
,
.
.
_ , .
...
Correspondent
for sale. Novelties, Toys. RAYE'S Wiley's Corner and Tenant’s Har Cottage to let; Shell St.. Owl’s:
Mrs. Florence Dow, Mrs. Ava of the Williams’ memory books to to autograph a baseball or bat for
EVERETT TORREY. Ten Head Village. All conveniences Ap- ( meet for ,he day Saturday at «>e
Telephone 10-34
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St., city. bor
Stickney
and
Oladys Hopkins, add my John Hancock to the list. them.
76*78 ply On Premises MRS H G. NOR- j home of Mrs William A. Cobb, at
56*Tue’79 ant’s Harbor. Tel. 47-11.
members of Liberty Extension Asso I am not one who would be classed
Kids do not always realize what
TON
or
phone
Camden
541.
’
75*76
Searsport.
Members
may
take
own
RAVE more nice little Pigs ready
NOTICE is hereby given of the
Vose Library will be open Friday. ciate were in East Washington on perhaps as a sports follower but simple ' gimme" requests involve.
COTTAGE on Norton’s Pond for I box lunch or arrange for a lobster
to go. PETE EDWARDS. 271 Lime loss of deposit book No. 4227* and
that doesn’t mean that I don't Nevertheless I felt that I must
business Friday of last week.
rock St. Tel. 806rJ.
75-77 the owner, Elura M. Oxton, asks for sale. 4 rooms and porch, furn. elec, j dinner at Kob’s in Searsport. Mrs. [June 27. 1 to 4, closed Saturday.
known who Ted Williams Is. Just make good so I dropped Ted a note
« Danforth spent
22-POOT^All Mahogany Speed duplicate in accordance with the X*' L^q™ S CT^kom- ““y Nash wiu /ive a tpaper °n i MI; and
let me spill the story of how I hap- telling him of the Washington epiBoat for sale. JOHN N. JOHN provisions of the State Law. aston
74*76
Goodyear
s
at
the
meeting.
The
Sunday
at
Boothbay,
guests
of
Mr
SON. St. George.
74*76 ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, by
pen to know the gentleman
sode and asking him lf I might get
drive leading to Mrs. Cobb’s is the j and Mrs. Z. C. Merry.
Sidney Pierce, treasurer, Rockland.
FIVE-Room (Xtage to let on.
, .
..
WALDOBORO
_TWO Good Guernsey Cows for Maine, June 17. 1952
I am an industrial engineer and hjm j0 ^o the autographing lf my
73'T*79 shore at Owl’s Head tei. 385-M3. j h™1 lane on the left after passing
Sgt.
James
Cameron.
U.A
F
.
wife
sale. TEL. Thomaston 247-13 or
MRS RENA CROWELL
my work has taken me from Maine schedule and that of the Sox
72tf | College Club Inn. before entering and son James of Tampa. Fla , are
Old County Road. Rockland. 75*77
Correspondent
to Hawaii and from Canada to should permit.
COTTAGES to let. $35 a week. Searsport Village. This is heading visiting for two weeks with his
Telephone 350
GE. ELECTRIC Refrigerator,
Southern Texas. I have watched
,I got. a ...
... uback
„ . from
MRS. L. S. MILLS. Pleasant Beach,) toward Searsport.
letter right
mother,
Mrs.
Inez
Cameron.
for sale, large size, new unit; also
baseball in a good
many
places
be_
.
,
.
„
SIX-Room House, with bath; So. Thomaston. Maine
70tf
'
K
Ted agreeing to do any autographIvory Enamel Kitchen Range. TEL. also a camp for rent. Write MRS. —------------------------------------Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Ayer of Win
Alumni Association
THREE Cottages to let, by week i
Mrs. Anne Colby has returned to sides Boston, from Sand Lot to Ing I wanted. In this letter he
Thomaston. 199-2.
76'77 PAULINE S. HOPKINS. Vinalha
or season. Contact BURDELL’S i The twenty-fifth annual meeting chester. Mass., and three daughters Portland after spending a few days World Series but my real interest
SHOREFRONT Property in Owl’s ven, Me. Teu. 40-3 .
enclosed an autographed photo
76*78 DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT of the Warren High School Alumni were last week-end guests of his
Head, for sale; about 100 rods along
with Mr. and Mrs. James McLain. is in the kids who play lt.
graph of himself for each one ot
sister,
Mrs
Inez
Cameron.
63tf Association will be held in the dinFOR SALE
At the beginning of the World the seven kids I told this story to
State Road and about 76 rods from
Mr and Mrs Samuel Poland, and
In Rockport, an attractive 7-room
[ ing room of the IOOF HaU here,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mansfield and
State Road to shore. Inquire On
daughter Linda of Gorham have War 1 was in Washington helping one of my friends and he invited
House, nicely located; view of har- :
Premises. WILLIAM LEONARD
TO LET
Thursday night, following a 630 Fred, Jr., of Auburn, Mf. and Mrs.
been guests of her parents, Mr. the Navy Department with its pro- me to a dinner which Ted was to
74'77 bor and hills; two-car garage and
banquet served by a committee from Donald Calderwood and family of
garden spot, $5700.
duction problems, when there was attend at a Y MC A There I had
and
Mrs. Ernest Black.
FIVE-Room
Apt.
first
floor,
bath.
ANGORA Kittens, trained for
In Rockland, a 6-room House with and furnace to let at 20 Hyler St Mystic Rebekah Lodge of which Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. Hol
a
convention of the Junior Traffic a chance to talk with him and get
pets, for sale. TEL. 699 after 8 30 all improvements; garage and gar
Miss Jane Rider. Portland
Moore, Sr., is chairman. man Robbins, Faye Robbins and
Thomaston. TEL. Rockland 754-J.)
j Squads I don’t know the official a ball autographed.
p. m. and on Sundays.
75'77 den spot, $6500.
arrived
at
the
home
of
her
par
76-78 ( Toastmaster will be Fred L. Per- Mrs. Blanche Robbins, visited Sun
title of the organization but I judge
Lakefront Cottage of four rooms
GAS Range (Glenwood1 also Gas
Once I had the autographed ball
UFSTAIRS Apt.. 4 rooms and [ kins. Jr ■ and a program of musical day at Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Cal- ents. Mr. and Mrs Harold Rader the groups were quite largely of the
Refrigerator (Servel). good as new, (furnished); 400 feet of lake front
I realized that it would not be wise
for
the
Summer.
derwood
’
s.
bath
to
let.
Also
large
sunny
bed[
numbers
and
a
skit
is
planned.
A
family size. CALL 27-M or at 120 age; 15 acres of land; privacy and
Junior High School age.
to send it to the boy who asked for
Miss Harriet Williams has re
room; 144 UNION ST.
__ 76*78 : shOrtsummary of the 25 years in
Kelsey Harkins has been in Bel
N. Main St.________________ 75-78 good fishing $2500.
There were two groups put up In | it but that it should go to the
Exceptional
buy
in
a
10-room
opened
her
home
at
South
Union
fast
on
business.
THREE-Rxx)m
Furnished
Apt.
the
Association,
will
be
prepared
"mOWT-Inch Circular Saw for
the hotel where I was living, one school. I wTote to the kid and he
House; corner lot; landscaped with bath to let. Inquire at 23
and entertained a party of friends
IRev. and Mrs. Philip Palgner
sale; also 35-gai. Monel Hot Water
from a town in Pennsylvania and wnt me lhe name Qf the princlpal
all improvements; first- HOLMES ST.
75tf '
Tank, one-pipe Coal Furnace. AN grounds;
from Augusta Sunday.
have been guests of his parents in
class repair; desirable neighbor
one from a town in South Carolina Qf his school
The
wUh
DREW COFFEY, Ash Point.
FIVE-Room Apt. and bath to
Hallowell.
hood. $12,000.
74*78
let,
172
Camden
St.
TEL.
758-J.
_________
_____ _and
_____
The Pennsylvania group was well an accompanying insCriPtton waa
Oceanfront Lots with wonderful
Charles
Crowell,
son
GarAPPLICATIONS are being ac
75'77
WASHINGTON
land of Portsmouth, N. H.. spent or8anized and equipped to get the eventually piaced in a cabinet ln
GRAPPLE Hay Fork for sale, also water views; large shade trees and
cepted for Permanent Sales Posi- ,
LARGE furnished square front tions at SENTER-CRANE’S.
Mr and Mrs. Merle Robbins,
most out of their visit to their na the school and then the principal
harpoon Fork, electric Paint Spray cool breezes.
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
er, five lengths 2” galv. pipe, new;
Waterfront Cabin on wooded lot Room to let. Centrally located;
tlon’s capitol. Each one had a long appointed the boys who had been
76-11 Harold Kaler, Mrs. Clara Overlock Willis H. Crowell.
27 Elm St. TEL 510.
76tf
lti” galv. pipe fitting, new; spring easily accessible. $1200.
SCHOOL Girl wants a position 'j and E. Burnell Overlock were Sat- j
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Crowell and ticket which had printed on it a [ in the Washington scrape as a
tooth Harrow. Surge Mllkar. Bean
Oceanfront Cottage of 5 rooms
FURNISHED House for Summer
caring
for children while mother urday and Sunday callers at the Cedric were in Glen Cliff, N. H., complete program of their sight- rorrimittee to arrange a dedication
Winnower; 7 oakes gas BroodeT, 4 (furnished) bathing beach and won rental at Ash Point. Excellent view
home of Arthur Leigher, at Stickoil Brooders: Copper-lined Tank derful view. Garage and good road, of ocean. Write X Y., care The Cou works. TEL. Thomaston 247-2. ■70
■
| to see Mrs. Charles Crowell, who seeing. For instance, Tuesday 10 or presentation ceremony.
76- •o !
B8”x30"xfl6’ elec. Motor. It4 HP $3600.
a. ra., Washington Monument. If,
rier-Gazette.
74'76 '-tSUIGTk;------—r-7—-u-uu-i---- :ney Corner wh0 15 confined to the , u in
a hospital there.
Let letters from a couple of the
220V 3ph; Buck Rake: long Hay
See F. H. WOOD, Court House.
WOMAN wated for light house- house bv illness
j
u
as often happens, one of the youngsters tell the rest of the story.
THREE-Bedroom Cottage-Home work
and
to
stay
with
aged
lady
,,
.
,
■
Mr
and
Mrs
Clare
Ripley,
have
Btower. 48” dia. for sale. EARL
76-77 to let on quiet street near Georges
scholars should become separated "Dear Uncle Dan:—(many kids
while daughter works. TEL. 332-R
Mr’ and ^rs Knl8ht and daugh- : been jn Augusta recently.
C. RANDALL Old County Road.
River, Thomaston for Summer sea after 5 p. m.
FOR SALE
Tel. 140.
74*76
76'78 , fer from East Providence, R. I., j Miss Carol Wood, Akron. Ohio, is from his group, all he had to do around the country call me that)
Thomaston
son. If interested inquire at VER
TWC~Chambo-rTmaids wanted-at ' were callers on friends in East : at her home on Medomak Ter- was to stop a taxi, show him his
1956 STUDEBAKER Commander
Last week we got up enough
Nine room Home on Main 6t, NON TABBUTI’S, 130 Main St.
ticket and he would be taken to nen,e tQ lell Mr Holroyd, the prmDeluxe for sale; radio, heater and Old Colonial type, beautiful grounds Tel. 59-12.
74*76 Summer Hotel. Middle-aged worn- Washington Saturday of last week. [ race.
OD. May be Financed. Call at 37 and all in best condition.
Mrs. Josephine Finley, Esdher
Arnold Simmons.
Waterville, the next point on the program. The cipaj
jebool we go to, about
ROOM to let. Private entrance en preferred Write B.E.E.. % The
SEA ST.. Camden, after 5 p. m.
Thomaston
Courier-Gazette.
75*77 Peabody, Marion Mitchell, Mrs. Co- [ spent the week-end with his wife, ride would probably not be long [ lhe scene that
place in Wafih.
next
to
bath.
Please
call
after
6
______________________
74*76
Six-room Home, with garage at p. m., 5 UNION ST.
BOATBUILDERS. Woodworkers, ra Stickney attend a meeting of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy and the home town Rotary stood ington the night we met you. He
74'76
DRY Slabwood. stove length, del. tached. Perfect condition. New
Carpenters with *0*^ expert-1 Ori
chapter, OES at Union Waltz.
back of the expense.
TWO and Three-room Furnished ence, with tools, wanted; steady
liked it and let us make a play
by foot or oord. VICTOR E. GRJN- oil. hot water furnace, new shingles,
The South Carolina group had out of it in chapel. Since I was
Herman Castner, Augusta, spent
DLE Tel. 1318.
74*76 paint, and chimney. Good loca Apts, to let, newly decorated, all work; defense plant. 40 hours with 4 Wednesday night of last week,
elec, kitchen; 67 TALBOT AVE. hours overtime weekly. LUDERS’
tion.
Relatives in Washington, were the week-end with Mrs. Castner little supervision. They were shoved
SL.'BWOOD long lengths. 1
Thomaston
74-76 MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO., i surprised to hear of the death of at the home of William Badcock. off to bed and forgotten on the up there and Knew your part. I
•ord load »7, 2 coru load *12. TEL.
took your part. You should have
The Capt. Walter Willey resi
FIVE-Room Heated Apartment to Stamford. Conn. ___________ 75-77 William Kelley o{ Coventryi hus.
1318.
74'78 dence on Dunn St Ten rooms, au
evening of their arrival. It hap- been there and seen it. We made
Engagement Announced
let. TEL. 402
74tf
FILLING
Station
Attendant , band of Mrs. Glenice Leigher Kell
ION’S. Women’! and children’s tomatic heater.
Excellent condi
ourselves. After the play
The engagement of Miss Marion pened that eight of the boys were
ROCKLAND MOTOR
■
THREE-Room Apartment with wanted.
Bhoea aold at factory price at JOE’S tion and best location.
put
into
two
rooms
on
my
floor.
wg
presented
Mr Holroyd and the
ro
oon
74.7S
who
ha
d
spent
their
vacation
Louise
Glidden,
to
John
W.
Osier
bath to let. Adults only; 32
Thomaston
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
with the ban you sent us
~SYn-v---- STL--------- ,
I f°r several years at the home of
has been announced by her par- These two rooms were at either
Capt. Brown’s Home on Gleason BEECHWOOD ST . Thomaston.
BABY
Sitting
Job
wanted.
dally, Inc. Sunday xntll 8 p. m,
74*78 while parents work. Thomaston. Arthur Leigher and other relatives, j ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glidden side of a corner elevator with a wjth Te(j williams autograph on
street. Fine condition and loca
Thuri. cloae at 8 o’clock.
74*76 Mr. Kelly had been ill for quite No date has been set for the wed bathroom between. Two of the. R j heard over the radio that
THREE-Room Apt. furnished or TEL 247-13.
88tf tion on quiet street.
Thomaston
nnfumished to let. All modern
some time but his death was quite ding.
boys had spending money and de-, qp^d williams had to go to the
WHITE Ice Refrigerator for sale.
A 3-apartment House on Main improvements. TEL. 1285
73tf
cided to go out to the movies.
[ Army
unexpected.
Good condition, $15. TEL. 76-M.
street, centrally located and all
UNFURNISHED three-room Apt. ■
Mrs. Maude Rogalskie and chil
Later
in
the
evening
I
heard
a
__________
74-76 apartments rented.
Sincerely yours.
SOUTH THOMASTON
to let. Heated, elec, stove, private
WANTED
dren Linda and Frederic arrived at
racket out in the corridor and in
Thomaston
BEDSTEAD, spring, mattress. 2
One of the 8 Possums—
bath. Available around July 1; 99
There will be a meeting of South
A two-family House of five rsoms Camden St. TEL. 1245.
pillows. Commode. Stand and Chair
the home of Mrs. Bertha Johnson
vestigated. The two kids were
Jimmy Holmes.”
72tf
Thomaston
Cemetery
Association,
each.
Two
baths.
Priced
very
rea

for sale, $20; 70 Waldo avenue. TEL.
Friday of last week. Mrs. Rogalski
beating on the door with their fists [ Degr pncle pan;
BEAUT
IF
’
UL
2-room
connecting
SHORT
ORDER
sonable
at
$4500.
Thursday
at
7.30
p.
m..
at
school
1148-J.
74'76
and yelling "Let us in.” At about [ j waited
Write you after we
returned to her home in Biddeford
Office to let, upstairs front, suitable
Thomaston
house. All those who have friends
BOOKKEEPING and Adding
for lawyer, doctor or dentist, run-,
Saturday but the children will re
An
eight-room
House,
with
bath
that
time
a
woman
came
out
of
presen
te
d
the
ball
to our principal,
COOK
or relatives buried in this cemetery
Machine combined, for sale, elec on first floor and flush and lava ning water, central. Main street lo
main with their grandmother there
her room down the corridor and
nites it. When we pre
tric, floor model. Burroughs card
are
urged
to
attend,
not
only
South
on second floor. Garage at cation. low rental. TEL. 1107;
until September.
added her voice to those of the | senUd the
we had a playi how
system CALL 40. between 9 and tory
71-76
Thomaston residents but those in
tached Hot water heating system after 6 p. m. TEL 586-M.
Oakwood Inn
12 a. m.
73tf with
Mrs. Alma Grinnell Jones, pro
kids with a demand to let the boys we first met you that night ln the
oil burner. Built 1964.
nearby towns.
ONE-Room Furnished Apt. on:
prietor of the popular Hot Dog
REBUILT Bicycles for sale. New
in. They were amused because the hole]
Thomaston
Willow St., to let. TEL. 939 or 1219.
Apply in Person
tires,
newlv-painted.
RAYE'S
On Main street, a good incomestand at Stickney Corner has em
woman had come out in her petti. I Jimmy Holmes played your part
71 tf
Living
down
a
name
may
be
as
GRAFT SHOP. Prescott St. 73*78 producing property. Steam heat
76-77 ployed Mrs. Elizabeth Grinnell to
coat. She went back to her room and he was good. I played the
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
difficult as living up to one.
and
oil
burner.
Fire
place,
l'i
FLOWER
Trellises.
Border
assist wtih the work during the
let. Bath, hot and cold water,
and called the desk and a bellhop man.s part that was ta charge of
Fences. Novelties and Tovs for acres of land
heated. Thermostatic controlled,
rush
season.
Half the world wonders how the came up. In the meantime I had
John ptayed his own part
Thomaston
HOUSEKEEPER needed, apply
sale.
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP.
elec,
range,
elec,
refrigerator,
$10
Five-room modem Home, built
Mrs. Allen Mendleson and daugh- other half got such easy jobs.
at St. Peter's Rectory, 34 High St.
asked the two kids for their names as]eep and everybody laugh when
Prescott St.
73*78
per
week.
Over
Carr
’s
Store,
cor

ten years ago. Perfect condition,
75-77
and where they were from. I went (hey saw him Wajter played hi!
$198 a gallon, mill-end Paint, furnace, burner, electric hot water, ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL. TEL. 1537.
through the motions of recording, QWn part and we had two more
white green and grey. Oxygen and electric range, etc, complete with 25.
67tf
FARM wanted, state all particu
Acetylene. MORRIS GORDON. 6 lot 90x100 ft
this information ln my pocket
piaying jimmy’s and my part,
FURNISHED Apt. to let; also lars. size and price in first letter.
Leland street.
74-76
Cashing
room with bath, kitchen privileges No agent please Write XYZ. %
notebook and the boys seemed im- We had Jots of fun
The
Courier-Gazette,
Rockland.
Me.
HEALTHY Native Pigs for sale.
I have two salt water farms that D. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant St.
pressed. The bellhop added nothing
Your friend,
72*77
GHAS. S. GRINNELL, Appleton. defy description and must be seen
65tf
to the solution of the problem and
Clayton Cameron.”
TeL Washington 12-5.
71-76 to be appreciated; also many other
ALL
kinds
of
property
listings
POUR-Room
Unfurnished
Apt.
he telephoned for the night watch
I have not corrected any English
SENGER Sewing Mfg. Go. Sales good homes.
to let. bath, hot water heat; 34 wanted. If you are thinking off
Call or see
let’s talk it over. WILLIAM
man. When he arrived the two of: Qr speiling "Honest Injun" now,
Service and Repair. Write or Call
Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
68tf selling,
T. DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 226. Li
ALBERT B. ELLIOT.
them rushed the door and the lock wouldn.t you sign Ted-g Good Will
B8 Water StM Augusta. TEL. 3770.
SMALL Furnished Apartments, censed Real Estate Broker.
Give your living room a lovely
Insurance-Real Estate-Appraisals
61tf
Mtf Thomaston. Me. Res. Tel 27 Office 5 central location and at North
gave way. I was on their heels Memory
i{ you were i? Thi!
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
mellow touch with that antique
when they snapped the light on.
1Q years or more ag0 x
73-78 End. Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51 tf done at tho Me»d-It Shop, 102
The six kids were all snoring. Fi- just had a letter {rom one of the
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with Union 8t.. Grove St entrance. Tel.
OBAN1TC LIVES FOBEVEB
now in the attic. Juot lend It to
TWO-APT. House At 48 Park Bt
nallv one of them blinked and : ..po8Sum8" who
in the Army in
Steps, Pesto, Fireplaces,
78*81
for sale, occupied At present. Price bath; newly renovated; hot and 1680. EVA AMIS.
me for expert refurbishing at mini
asked “What s the matter? The A|atlfa
He was the one who
right. Inquire WALDOBORO OA cold water furnished. Adults only.
Stones and Chain, AahDONT
discard
your
old
or
Apply BICKNELL’S HARDWARE.
watchman read a lecture and then wrote for the ball.
mum cost
hto, Vaneer, Pier Stonet Wall and RAGE. 118 PATfc Bt Tri. 4M 88tf
43 tf antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
withdrew and eventually the kids
NEWMAN for restoring and reFSwadatton Stone.
Estimates
Dan Patch,
HBATBD and unheated furnished flnlshlng; 48 ifsaonle St
Tri.
must have been blessed with real
gtodly sntadtted. Ns sbligatisn.
of Friendship, Maine.
Apts- to let. V. P. STUDLEY, 77 1106-M
H.
JOHN
NEWMAN
ltf
rather than feigned sleep.
■OCKING GRANITE INDUS
Park St
Tris. 8080 or 1234.
ltf
START Venetian Blind Laundry.
BIKE Repairing wanted; largest
TRIES (Sneesmsn ts Mta MeeIn the morning as I went out I
Th< fellow who owns an electric
SANDING
Machine
and
polisher
48
MASONIC
STREET
Profitable business. New machine.
stock of parts in Knox County;
Raa « Son), Clark bland. Me.
knocked
on the door, which was blanket ls really the only person
to
let
Also
a
Wall
Paper
Steamer.
Visit plant in Portland. Free Book

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

LittleRnownFacts

mw

ROOTS LOYALLY FOR "TED"

about your navy

COTTAGES

V

LOST AND FOUND

UNION

REAL ESTATE

WANTED

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now

MISCELLANEOUS

IbL RseMand U-WI sr Tenant's

used Bikes
BTTTjER OAR AND
let. Write I. T., GO., 101 S. 14th St.. Inquire at SKA OQUkflT PAHTT HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.
ltf
Phila., 4 Pa.
86-80 OO, 440 Mals SL
67 tf

TELEPHONE 1106-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

24-aw

cautiously opened with the limit whQ can aHord to go to sleep at
chain in place. The kids were
switch.
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of the birthday of Mrs. Madeline Elizabeth Ross, Lillian Ross and
e«ay; Harriet Wilson, gifts; May
A CALA WELCOME greeted
TMI
Smith, who is a member of the Mrs Ruth Arey, and nephew James
Carter, valedictory.
the INCREDIBLE when
INCREDIBLE
the
TME INCREDIBLE TALE STARTS
VINALHAVEN
Club She was presented a nice gift Arey.
S«E STIamED into LONG
George Crockett was editor of
LONE SURVIVOR of a
IN K)*4 WHEN SHE SWEPT MINES
BEACH AFTER BEING IN
MBS. AI.I.IK LAMS
ThQEE Ship mine-SWEEP
and refreshments
were served
•I EUROPEAN AND AFRICAN W*r[RS.
Mr Ross was the owner of Peas
the Rockport High School paper,
TMI FAR EAST FOR THREE
ING FORMATION AT
Correspondent
Those present:
Evle Hennigar, ley Garage and leaves many friends
; The Tatler.
ANO A HALF YEARS.
WONSAN, IN y'MlCH THE
Telephone tt
Elizabeth Morse. Edith Williams. to mourn his loss
PIRATE ano PLEDGE
Mrs Climena Richards. 83, died
WIPE MINED AND 5UNK.
Eleanor Conway, Vera Boman. VilI m Rockport.
He was a Mason, a member of
Mrs Ethel Auld of Tenant’s Har la Bradley, Esther Conway, Lena 1 Moses Webster Lodge
Warren High School graduation:
Selutator. Edna Overlock; history,
bor came Saturday to attend the Quinn, guests were: Abbie Hutch
Services were held Sunday at 2 1
Helen Bacheider; prophecy. Lora
funeral services of her brother-in inson, Gladys Coombs. Muriel p m.. at the Headley funeral home j
Campbell; gifts, Fannie Wiley; ad
law, Lyford Ross
Chilles and little Mary Lou Wil Rev. George Merriam of North Ha- [
dress to undergradatea, Florence
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Oribben of liams, one year old who was the ven officiated. There were many
Over lock; will, Hilliard Spear;
beautiful floral tributes. Interment (
Philadelphia, Penn., were guests of center of attraction.
Six OF HER
valedictory, Ada Mellin.
was
made
in
Cummings
cemetery
in
j
Hal Roberts, returned Saturday to
Alumni Association
CREW WERE AWARDED
Capt. E. 8 Frye, a North Ha
the
family
lot
The
bearers:
Richard
j
DECORATIONS AND HER
WHEN COMMUNISTS
their home.
The Vinalhaven Alumni Associa
ven native, died in California
SKPPER GOT A SHVEP
INVADCD MCPEA ,
Williams,
Alex
Christie,
Charles
:
, Mra. Ambrose Peterson has re tion will hold the annual banquet, Bradley, Ivan Calderwood, A. Ev- j
imc INCREDIBLE
STAR FOR HEROIC ACTION
Charles A. Simmons died in
U.S.S. INCREDIBLE
DURING the clearing
STEAMED INTO
turned from
Wakefield, Mass, at Union Church vestry, Thursday,
AUXILIARY
Union.
erett
Libby,
Freeman
Robinson.
of
the
3,000
MINES
KOREAN
WATERS
TO
MINESWEEPER 249
where she passed the week-end June 26 A turkey supper will be
The Sea Breeze. Thomaston High
AT WONSAN HARBOR.
CLEAR THE SEA LANES.
Those from out of town to attend
with her son, Prank Peterson and sened by committee of ladies from
School paper, was dedicated to fhe
the
services:
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Alton
the Church circle with the presi
family.
memory of Audie L Pillsbury.
Lewis of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Mrs.
Millard, 3-year-old son of CarCity Clerk E R Keene saw
Mrs George W Crockett, 72, died
Mm. Charles Lenfest has arrived dent Mrs. Gracie Lawry as chair i Ethel Auld, Tenants Harbor; Lllroll Cole, w-as run over by an au Kennebec Bridge span swung into ln Vinalhaven.
\
25 YEARS AGO
from Rochester, N. Y., and will man. Speaker of the evening Dr ' lian Ross, Boston, Mass ; Mr. and
tomobile. but not seriously
place
Mrs Robert McKinley was electspend the Summer at her home on Edward Morse of Camden The Al Mrs. Gardner Rae, Mrs. Edith Rae |
A Review from The Courier-Gazette of Happenings Which Interested
umni ball will follow the banquet
Isidor Gordon bought the Ivar, ed president of the Union ComThe
Rockland
Awning
Company
Chestnut street.
and son Robert of Hopedale. Mass
Rorkland and Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1927
bought S Nilo Spear’s building on Trueworthy residence. Mam and munity Club
Miss Virginia Black arrived Sat and will be held in Memorial Hall
Mechanic street.
at
10
p.
m.
with
music
by
Cookson
g
Willow street
William Robinson bought the T.
urday from West Hartford. Conn.,
Orchestra of Bangor.
SPRUCE HEAD
j william Macomber was elected Adelaide L. Shepherd of Rockland Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich, Captain Winters of the Salvation N Robinson property in Warren.
where she has been teaching.
American Legion
' Mr and Mrs Harold Helveston teacher-coach at Rockland High
Marshall Sails, sons Kimball ar.d
Bedford, Mass . April IS. Allen A widow of the poet, died while on a Army was transferred to Bath.
Births
MacKusick of Bedford and M.ss Ava visit to Rockland friends, aged 86
The regular meeting of Woodcock ' of Philadelphia arrived Saturday to School.
Carroll of Texas are visiting his
GLEN COVE
years.
mother Mrs Alice Sails at her -Cassie-Coombs Post No. 18 of the sPend the Summer at the Win- , Capt Melville B Cook, formerly L. Gushee otf Appleton.
Rockiand. May 17. to Mr and
Albert McPhail of Rockland,
Mrs William Love died at her Mrs Charles E. Shadie, a daughter.
Rockland, April 23, Charles C
home on Carver street.
American Legion, was held Wed chenbaugh cottage on Spruce Head yj Friendship, who had served
Orand Warden of the Odd Fellows
home on Winter street
Miss Lillian Ross came from nesday evening at Legion Hall, pre Isiand.
Knox County as commissioner and Shadie and Marlon Gardner, both
Camden. May 28, to Mr and Mrs of Maine, was a caller Prlday on
H
H
Stover
was
building
two
Boston, Mass.. Friday called by the ceded by a lobster supper sened by
Mis. Fred Batty is visiting rela- 1 treasurer, died at his daughter’s of Rockland.
Elroy P Beverage, a son— Hart C E Gregory.
Rockland. May 2, George S Cal houses near the corner of Broad ley George
death of her brother, Lyford Ross. the committee: Woodrow Bunker. tives in Portland.
i home In Bridgton.
Mrs C. E. Gregory spent Satur
way
and
Holmes
street.
Mrs. Lewis Sturtevant of Rock- I The Lawrence Canning Corn- lahan and1 Georgia N. Nickerson,
- Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis of Donald Kalloch and Gleason McCamden, May 28. to Mr and Mrs day in Bangor with Mrs. Elizabeth
Fourteen
feet
of
water
over
the
voughkeepsfe, N. Y., came Saturday Henan. Installa,tion of this year's land is spending the Summer at pany’s new sardine factory at the both of Rockland
Arthur I. Davis, a daughter—Hilda Johnson and Mrs. Mildred Stearns
Portland, April 30. Claude Swan- intake at Mirror Lake
called by the death of their broth officers was performed by David the Century, Spruce Head Island. South End was nearing compleFlorence
of Camden.
Rev. J. L. Pinkerton was the new
sen
and
Mrs.
Sadie
Decaster
of
Rockland, May 8. to Mr and Mrs.
er-in-law Lyford Ross.
Mr and Mrs Carl Godfrey re- , tion.
Duncan, Sr., as installing officer
Mr and Mrs Albert Sutherland
Methodist
pastor
in
Thomaston.
George F Hart a son—George and son John of Lowell, Mass.,
Mrs. Henry
Swasey (Prances assisted by Alec Hood. Two mem- turned to Cambridge Mass, Sunday i A W Gregory was appointed to Waldoboro.
Mrs Mary Bunker was appoint
Belfast,
May
3,
George
W
Ayers
Freeman
Clark) of Durham, N H., ls the bers of the air force from the Air ■ after spending the week with Mr. the Maine Prison Commlssior.
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ed collector of taxes ln Thomaston
guest of her aunt. Mrs Emma Win Center in Bangor were present and and Mrs. W. W Godfrey.
Clark Island. May 25. to Mr and E. B Hall, and Miss Emily Hall for
j The first spar, of the Kennebec and Miss Elva R Young, both of
Horace
Maxey
won
one
of
the
Camden.
Mrs. Margaret Tinney
and Mrs. JBridge was completed
Mrs. Henning Johnson, a son— several days.
slow, Cottage street
gave Instructions on Civilian De
Mogadore, Ohio. May 7. Ira Curtis, Hallowell prizes In the Colby Col Carl Henning
elected
Rev and Mrs W S Stackhouse fense. They also showed an inter Jennie McKay of Quincy, Mass., ar- I Linwood Rogers was
Mrs. Louise Ingraham, of Rock
formerly of Rockland and Olive lege speaking contest
Appleton. May 30. to Mr and Mrs land was dinner guest Thursday of
returned home Saturday from a 10- esting training film on a supposed rived Thursday to spend the Sum- 'president of the Senior Clas at the
Births
Howard Davis, a son
[ American School of Osteopathy in Potts of Mogadore, Ohio
day trip which included the Baptist attack on this country by an ene mer at the Tinney cottage.
Mr and Mrs. Charles E Gregory.
Thomaston, May 8, Walter C
Rockland. June 5. to Mr and
Camden. May 13. to Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Anna Wardwell, Mrs. Elaine Kirksville, Mo
Conference at Bangor, also, Mrs my bomber and the steps taken to
Stork Shower
Powers
of
Thomaston
and
Miss
Rockland was raising money for
Harry Joy, a son. Rooert Ashley. Mrs Clarence Cote. a son—Clar- I
Stackhouse visited relatives in Bos counter attack the enemy. All In Hubbell, Mrs Anna Warrington,
Edna M Weeks of Gardiner
A surprise stork shower was ten
ence
Jr.
,
Rockland,
May
17
to
Mr
and
daughter
Donna
and
Miss
Barbara
"he
Mississippi
flood
sufferers.
ton while Mr. Stackhouse enjoyed a all It was a most interesting meet
Rockland. June 1 to Mr and dered to Mrs. Edward P. Roches
Ted LawTence, student cop. carMrs Colby Hupper a daughter,
Births
Ashing trip to Moosehead Lake.
Miller, all of Quincy Mass, spent
ing. The new officers:
Mrs. Warren P Eldridge, a daugh ter Thursday night with Mrs. Ber
and
Helen
Jeanette.
the
week-end
at
the
McLeod
cotj
r
*
ed
part
to
perfection
Rockland,
May
2,
to
Mr
Commander, Carl Williams: first
Tea Club Celebrates
nard Andrews hostess at her home.
North Union, May 21, to Mr and ter
Judge Edward K Gould was I Mrs Earle Rckes, a daughter.
vice commander, Murray Hopkins; tage
Camden. May 25. to Mr. and Guests were Mrs. Warren Barrows,
Mrs. Alston Roberts was hostess
Mrs. Robert Esancy, a son.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Whitney
Wheeler
elecM,<i
Grand
Commander
of
the
,
j^j^d,
April
y,
t0
Mr
and
second vice commander, Malcolm
Prlday to members of the 10 o’clock
Knight Templar Grand ComGlen Cove. May 20. to Mr and Mrs Charles H Pogg a son—Gil Mrs Lendell Merrill, Mrs. Elmer
Mr. Lavon Ames of Matinicus a
Whittington; adjutant, Harry Tol and daughter Rebie of Augusta,
Pinkham, Mrs. Evans Tolman. Mrs.
Mrs.
Sturgis Grotton, a daughter. bert Weldon.
*Tea Club at her home on Granite
mandery
—
third
Rockland
man
to
son
man; finance officer, Clyde Poole; Mr and Mrs. Charles Larabee.
Rockland. June 7. to Mr and Gordon Stanley, Mrs. Arnold Wass,
Carolyn Marie.
street. The party was in celebration
receive
that
honor.
service officer, Fernald Young; Mr. and Mrs Fred Baberleau of
Rockland. April 28, to Mr. and
South Thomaston, May 14 to Mr Mrs Charles Herbert Howe of Mrs. James A. Moore Mrs. Richard
High School students had their
sergeant
at arms, Berger Young- Belfast. Mr and Mrs Gerald Small day at City Hall, with Paizner Mrs. Oliver Hamlin, a son, Charles and Mrs A,lbert Orant g SQn
Union, a son—Charles Herbert, 2d Freeman, Mrs. Vesper Packard,
LEGAL NOTICE
and son David were callers Sunday
quist; historian, Stuart Davis
June 18. 1962
Auburn, Mass., May 18, to Mr
Warren. June 2. to Mr. and Mr- Mrs Owen Johnston and Mrs. Lee
Pease as acting mayor; Randall Damon
on Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell.
To the Selectmen of Vinalhaven —
B Oxton.
Rockland. May 3, to Mr. and Mrs and
Harold Ka;loch lMarla Austin J Wiley, a daughter
Lyford
Ross
Marshall
was
elected
chairman
of
Dear Sirs:
Mrs Marcia Haskell is a patient
Kusti Nuppula. a daughter, Evelyn To]man) formerly of Ro^nd. a
Portland. May 24, to Mr. and Mrs
the Board of Aldermen.
Engagement Announced
The community Was saddened to
I hereby apply for a permit to
at Knox Hospital.
son, Robert Douglas.
Joseph David of Waldoboro, a son
Miss Clara Fuller of Boston v*ol, t
build a weir at Arey's Harbor (so- learn of the sudden death of Ly
Mr.
and Mrs George J. Niemann
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell
Thomaston, May 3, to Mr. and
Rockiand. May 17
and
Rockland, June 10. to Mr and of North Bergren. N. J., have made
called) approximately 600 feet East ford Ross which occurred June 19.
bought Mrs. Hiram Young's resi
and Mrs. Ruth Batty attended
Mrs
Prank
Richards,
a
daughter.
Mr;
Ravmond
c
a
daughter
from my property with lead run
Mrs.
Richard
Maki,
a
daughter.
Mr. Ross was a well known and graduation in Rockland Thursday dence on Warren street
known the betrothal of Mrs. Nie
ning approximately 700 feet North
Camden, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs. ! M
LoUise
Rockland, June 12. to Mr and
Albeit R. Havener resigned as
esteemed citizen, the son of James June 12. Mr Elwell s granddaughter
mann’s daughter. Miss Janice E.
west to my property.
Beryl Landers, a son, Keith Roy.
Clark Island. May 25, to Mr and ! Mrs Virgil E Hills, of Warren, a
Freer to Stephen D Chester, son
Ross and the late. Mary Rae Ross Carrol,
daughter Q, Mr and chief of the Fire Department.
Sincerely
Brookline,
Mass.
April
29.
to
Mr.
HennJnK
Johnson,
a
son.
1
daughter
—
Joyce
Theodate
GEORGE T WRIGHT
of Mr. and Mrs. William Chester
and was born on Hurricane Island Mrs. Carroll Elwell graduated with
Marriages
and Mrs. William A Luce a daughRockland, May 25. to Mr. and
Rockport. June 10. to Mr and of Glen Cove, formerly ol Bayside,
STATE OF MAINE
53 years ago.
Thomaston, April 30. Walter Mat- ter
honors that evening.
County of Knox.
Mrs. Wesley Snowdeal of South Mrs Leroy Brann, a son-Johr.
L. I Miss Freer ls a graduate of
Besides
his
wife.
Phyllis
Black
The Selectmen of the Town of
Mrs Margaret Ames of Rockland son of South Thomaston and Miss
Rockland, May 3. to Mr and Mrs. Thomaston, a son.
1 Washington. June —. to Mr and
Sacred Heart School and is em
Vinalhaven, Maine, hereby de- ) Ross, he is survived by three sisters is visiting the Misses Mary and Ruth Robbins of Thomaston
Henry Stahl of South Thomaston,
Thomaston, May 26. to Mr and •'Irs Hex Prescott, a son
ployed in the accounting depart
Clare that a hearing will be held -------- -------------------------------------- Martha Hall.
a
son.
Murray
Edward.
St George. May 1. David W. ErMrs. Leo LeCorse. a son
1
Marriages
on the above application at 7 00
ment of the N. J. Bell Telephone
Rockland,
May
5,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
vine
and
Mrs
Nellie
Gordon,
both
Groveland. Mass. May 20. to Mr
May 12 H Gi„ord Company. Newark. N. .
o’clock in the evening of Thursday
AKTESIAN WELLS
Safety
organizations
are
cam

David
O
Hill,
a
son.
Joseph
Oliver
of
St.
George.
' June 26th at the Selectmen s
and Mrs. Ered Homans (Miss Calderwood and Miss Rita Packard
Mr Chester attended the Unfpaigning for better brakes—and
Rockland May 10. to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomaston, May 5. Maynard G.
Office.
LEWIS HERBEKT & SON
Geneva Wyman of Waldoboro) a oj Rxxkport
versity of Vermont, wheTe he was a
HARJ.ANI) A TOWNSEND
pedestrians for better breaks
Carter and Miss Clara A Young, Harold W Phllbrook. a son. Don
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
3011
North Bennington. Vt.. June 4. member of Beta Sigma Chapter,
CLINTON K SMITH.
ald Ernest
both of Thomaston.
lile.uor.
Tel. Dark Hbr 74-S
L. GRANT DUELL.
Marriages
Maynard Overlock of Rockport and Sigma Nu Fraternity. A secondMinds
are
like
parachutes
—
they
Camden.
May
3.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boston.
April
29.
John
J
Spil65-tf
Selectmen, Town of Vinalhaven, Me _________________
Rncklinrf Mav u wi'liam I
XILsf’ Laura Irene Buss of North class petty officer ln the Navy, He
it function only when open.
lane of Portsmouth. N. H. and Miss Gordon P Cash of Rockport, a bX
ot Xh Ad- Mass Bennington
- is stationed aboard the USS. To75-77 ]
daughter.
Searsmont. May 28. Sherman , ledo. He has served three and
Camden. May 7, to Mr and and Evelyn B Petrie of Rockland
Rockland. May 14. Herbert Baum Murray of Brooks, and Miss Pris- one-half years in the Navy-, includMrs. Chester Buck, a son. LawTence
mg duty in Korean waters. He
and Miss Katrina Smith, both of : cilla Hobbins of Searsmont.
Kenneth
Rockland, June 9. Orlando L. H returns to the Korean area shortly.
Rockland, May 9.to Mr and Mrs Rockland.
Brunswick, May 16, Raymond Hunnewell and Mrs. Oriana Walk !----------------Walter A. Smith, a daughter, Mar
PORT CLYDE
Giroux of Waterville and Muss er, both of Belfast.
garet Evie.
New York, June 11, James A.
- „
Rockland, May 8, to Mr. and Frances Tweedie of Rockland.
u „ ■ z wr
,,
Callers the past week at the WalHowell of New York and Miss Ma-- t
,
Camden, May
14. Dwight ---Murphy
Mrs. Donald Edwin Robbins, a son,
—
. „ , .
.
ter Teel home were Mr. and Mrs.
and
Miss
Blanche
E
Herrick,
both
”
°n
Miller
Judkins
of
New
York.
A){red
Church
Q{ RocBmd
Donald Edwin, Jr.
'°^CTiy °f ^ock a"d
Annie Mortland and son Phillip,
Waldoboro, May —, to Mr. and of Camden.
Camden, June 8. James Elliot
Mrs. Mahlon Sampson, a daughter
Rockland. April 29, Paul B
Hale
of Belgrade and Miss Evelyn Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith, and
Edith Ruth
Wallis of Beverly, Mass., and Miss
daughter Ruth, all of Searsport,
Gregory
Crockett of Camden
Rockland. May 2, to Mr. and Elizabeth Plummer of Rockland.
and Mrs. Elsie Rice of Beverly,
Owl
’
s
Head.
June
14,
Joshua
N
J Mrs. Donald Farrand, a daughter, i Rockland, May 25. Leslie D. BarMass
James S. Hall, 75. died ln Vinal- ton of Isle au Haut and Miss Vir- Southard of Rockland and Mary
Mrs. Malcolm A. Church and
E. Mendell of Owl’s Head and
' Haven
ginia Reardon of Rockland
daughter Suzanne spent a few daya
Brooklyn.
N.
Y.
Thomas W Marshall died in : Rockland, May 14, William A
recently at her mother's, Mrs.
New York. June 9. Lloyd B
South Warren.
Kimball of Belfast and Hattie C.
; Walter Teel’s farm "Doral” in East
Ham
of
New
York,
formerly
of
Rev. N. F. Atwood delivered his ' Marriner of Rockland
Friendship.
Rockland and Miss Blanche Olive
farewell address ln Thomaston.
•• • •
Freeman
of
New
York
City.
Mrs. R O Elliot was re-elected
Karl Stetson of Thomaston sold
Participants in the Thomaston
GOOD SUPPLY
president of the Thomaston Gar his business to Percy Small of Port
High School graduation were: Paul
MOST SIZES
land.
den Club.
The murder of a Spanish War Simmons, salutatory; Maude Kei
Fred J. Parsons of Rockport
Check With Us Pint
veteran was exciting Lincolnville. zer. will: Elbridge Grafton and Joel I
moved to Portland.
BICKNELL MFG. CO.
John Smith was chosen sexton of Miller, oration; James Fales. his
Warren C Benson died in Cam
PHONE ROCKLAND 168
tory; Edgar Ames and Stephen
den. He drove a public carriage the Thomaston cemetery,
n-tf
many years.
The new Masonic building in Barry, prophecy; Roland Bums,
The Camden Community Hospital ; Union was dedicated. Grand Masorganized with these offleers— ter Wilson delivered the address.
Rev. Ralph H Hayden, president, j Charles E Lord, superintendent
T. J. French vice president, Elmer of Camden. Thomaston and Hope
E. Joyce, treasurer
i schools, was elected grand patron
William A. Walker died in Cas- of the Grand Lodge, OES.
Levensaler block in Thomaston
tine.
Cyrus Mank of Thomaston died was bought by Richard O. and
Frank D. Elliot. The block was
in a Boston hospital.
W M. Stetson was elected mod built in 1872.
John Connell bought the Charles
erator of the Warren Baptist
Smith property in Warren.
Church.
Cyrus H Mank, a long-time resi
David Walsh, 70, died in Vinaldent of Thomaston, died in Boston.
j haven.
Wallace Mason, former principal
Vandals were destroying property
of Thomaston High School, was
on Hurricane Island.
Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw died in elected president of the Keene Na
tional Bank.
Vinalhaven.
•• • •
Mrs. Adelia Wall died in Ten
Everett Harrington was re-ap- ant’s Harbor.
Mary Abbie Kirkpatrick, former
pointed State detective.
H. W. Crandall was badly bruised ■ school teacher, died in Rockville,
i when he fell from the roof of “Clif- I
• • • •
ford Lodge" at Warrenton Park.
Schooners Lavinia M Snow and
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker deliv- A. & W. Ogilvie were in collision
ered the Memarial address. Major near Monhegan. The Rockland
Ralph W. Brown was marshal of craft was undamaged
President Carl R. Gray of the
the parade.
Mrs. Nellie Messer died in Los Union, Pacific Railroad was ocA
I cupying his cottage at Pleasant
That correct printing ia an essential in their
Angeles.
Mott Jamnus number in motor cars— 88! Most famous name in
'kockct' powegeo
The new wing of Knox Hospital, j Point, Cushing.
enffnes—"Rocket”! That’s the unbeatable combination you get in
operations because it saves time, money and work
■ completed at a cost of $52,000. was
Herman Hart was elected presiOlasmobiie’s new 160-horsepower Super "88.” And what a value!
opened to the public.
I dent of the Quarter Century Club.
Hd. flashing **88” gives you more power for the money than any
May We Serve Yon?
Twin sons were bom to Mr. and 1 William L. Allen, former county
other cy! Plus Hydra-Matic Super Drive* . . . GM Hydraulic
Steering* . . . new Autronic-Eye*! Hui take the wheel yourself!
Mrs. Prank Leo of Front street— commissioner, died at his home in
Automatic Press Printing
Call us ... for your date with Oldsraobile's brilliant Super ”88 !
their 14th and 15th.
' St. George, aged 70 years.
at
Miss
Elizabeth
Reed
was
awarded
Manager
WiUiam
H.
Milligan
of
■■■■■
SEE
YOUR
NEAREST
O LDSMOBILE
DEALER
a silver cup as Rockland's bowling Allen’s bowling alley bowled a
The Courier-Gazette Job Department
ace.
j candlepin string of 196.
The Baptists netted $12,472 from i The Rockland & Rockport Lime
TELEPHONE 770
their annual budget drive.
! Company was building a modern
>
FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET
RICHARD r. LUFKIN, Su|rt.
The Courier-Gazette carried a j lime plant in Adams, Mass,
two-column story of Lindbergh’s! Ed Gonia espied a California car

flGHTING
SHIPS

PIPE

vt, CMnHvdrmUc
nplionotnalice.al
fxtra cott. EquiSuprr
pmtfnlDri
. accrttori
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changec-Ey*
without
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flight from New York to Paris.
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Hudson Introduces Twin H-Power

Item*, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-S

Graphic Description Of Interesting and

Beautiful Places They Saw
Mrs William T Smith. Jr of
Thomaston and Miss Marion Ginn
of Rockland, attended the State Jim Mayo Corrects
Convention of the Maine Federation
(By Mary Hall)
of Women's Clubs at Belgrade The Statements Regarding
Then on to Geilo where there i it took us two and one half hours
Lake* Wednesday as delegates of
Thomaston’s Arrangements were splendid hotels near the sta- 10 reach the bottom
the Rockland Women's Club
The Flaamsda! Valley is wild
For the Fourth
tion and great stretches of forests
Mias Blanche Henry left Sunday
We passed Lake Tange which is and rugged and the route down the
for Rangeley Lakes, where she will
Thomaston. June 23
covered with ice even in Summer mountain is famous for its scenery.
be employed for the Summer
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and then we got an overwhelming At the end of our 14 mile ride we
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Carney
Dear Sir:
view of the Hardangerjokel (jokcl came to Aurlandrfjord, a branch of
and family have moved to the
In the interest of good sports
means glacier i. At Hangartol the the Sognefjord It was beautiful
Oscar Williams house on Georges
manship I would appreciate it
street, which they recently pur
scenery is unrivaled. At Finse. at Flaam. Here we met our first
gTeatly if you would publish this
chased
which is a famous resort Summer Americans, a couple from New
letter in your next edition. In your I
Ladies of St James' Catholic issue of Thursday. June 19. 1962.' and Winter' Passen*ers
°« ‘he York
Church will hold their regular you printed a story about the j traln to throw “owballs. a great
They joined ’ us on the little
sewing circle at their new hall
steamer that went down the Aurlsight
for
us
who
hadn't
been
near
Fourth of July celebration in Thom
today at 2 p. m
aston which I feel contains some > any snow for over 20 years At the andsfjord and Naerofjord to GudCpl. Henry E. Hastings returned
unfair and not altogether true! same time we saw flowers in bloom vangen. I’ve taken a great many
to Mitchel Air Force Base. N. Y.
at the edge ot the snow fields and trips but none more beautiful.
statements.
Sunday afternoon, after spending
It was very calm and sunny. The
The inference is very strong that Slaciers
a few days with Mrs Henry Hast
the Thomaston Clippers will not j 0:1 the " a>’ to M>rdal we Passed water was emerald, aquamarine,
ings and son Marstin. and his par
co-operate with the Fourth of July ' *onderfu'->' beautiful landscapes. sapphire and onyx The fjord was
ents. Mr. and Mrs Edward Hast committee. The article failed to j laites c°vered with ice, jolly brooks very narrow with mountains
ings.
state that Warren and Rockland and dar': *wiftly flowing rivers with thousand feet high just draped
John W Thornton DC3. returned i
will be paid for their so-called co great snow bridges across them; with long white waterfalls The
home Saturday by plane coming
operation in playing here July 4 great fields of snow on every hand, fjord is so narrow you wonder
from California, after spending 16
Shortly after the announcement from which gush thousands of where the little steamer is going,
months in Japan. He will have 31
from the committee that part of falls, vast fields of swamp-cotton, when suddenly you enter another
days' leave with his parents, Mr
the proceeds from the celebration and above all the splendid white arm of this marvelous canyon. ■ Pe i in-a-pod twins. Deidre and Andrea Hall, age 4, introduce
and Mrs James Thornton.
would go to the Thomaston Little expanse of the great Hardanger- Sognefjord is the largest In Nor- ' Hudson's new Twin H Power. which offers jetlike acceleration and
Orient Lodge. No. 15 FAM
Leaguers, the Clippers told the jokel and Hollingskarvet, the mag- way, and goes 130 miles Inland to ! improved performance in all driving ranges. This advanced carburetion
will work the E. A Degree tonight.
svstem, developed by the Hudson Motor Car Company, increases motor
committee representative that they nlficent glaciers which one on Gudvangen
efficiency by an equalized and uniform distribution of gasoline to all
7.30, at the Masonic Temple
would play in the proposed game either side, present themselves for
I Viking times this was a very cylinders. TVvin H Power is available as optional equipment for the
Darryl Blood has returned home
if All the proceeds went to the miles and miles. Most experienced important waterway with a width : Hudson Hornet, the Hudson Wasp and the Commodore Six. It gives top
from a week at Camp Waldo Web
Little Leaguers. This was refused, travelers agree that the trip fromot four miles at the ocean
end ; performance on regular gasoline.
ber's Pond
Now the committee has decided Oslo to Myrdal consists of the most There were many villages on both I
Mr. and Mis Marstin T Sim
Mrs. Elmo Crozier of Rockland. refreshment* were served by the
mons have returned from Montreal. to change its plans so the Clippers' impressive mountain rail journey In sides.
At Balstrand you can see the
Canada, where Mr Simmons at are making a second offer. We will the world We finally came to the
Mrs Grindle was presented with mothers.
largest glacier in Europe, the Jostended the convention of Brother not only play the game, but will station at Myrdal.
a gift and the birthday cake was
hood of Maintenance of Way Em furnish the opposition (Waldoboro j it had been lovely and sunny all tedalsbrac. It covers 35 sq. miles
LOUDVILLE
all at our own expense, with the day but when we arrived at Myrdal Ealstrand is a lovely place to stay, made by Mrs. Maude Felton.
ployes.
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Prior attend
understanding
that
after
bare
it
was
rainning
as
it
was
so
high
The
Kvikner
Hotel
is
excellent,
Tommy
’
s
Fourth
Birthday
Miss Ednth Wilson, who taught
Tommp Keene oelebrated hi* ed the Alumni Banquet" at Union
at Malden. Mass. is spending a few necessary expenses are taken out. up jn the mountains. We went Across the fjord is Vangsner, the
weeks with her sister and brother- all proceeds will go to the Park int0 the station to don our rain- home of Fridtjof. Kaiser William fourth birthday recently at the High School last Saturday evening
Ed Murphy and Mrs. Dorothy
in-law. Mr. and Mr. Fred Overlock. Commission to use equally between coats anq rubbers. When we came was here when the first World home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Keene. Refreshments were Morton of Kittery were liere last
Miss Wilson was the principal of >he present ball field and the pro- out everyone had left but the hotel War started.
j porter with his little baggage cart.
In 1912 he gave a bronze statue served, featuring a large birthday
Ayei's School. Malden. Mass She posed Little League field
This method would make an ad- ; we were supposed to walk down of Friedtjof to Vagsnes.
The cake decorated in white with blue week-end
has retired after 48 years of teach
Mrs. Yolanda Elwell is at tlie
ditional
sum
of
around
$100
availthe
mountain
t0
our
hotel
but
I
huge
statue
can
be
seen
from
the scroll. Those present were as fol
ing. She will later go to live at
able for the work which otherwise didn.t care tQ as it was dark and steamer.
Fridtjof, the Fearless lows Carol Simonton. Linda Nash, home ot her brother and family,
her home on Knox street. Thom
would be spent for the competing , rainy
rainy and
and j didn-t even know the was a famous Viking. There were i Brenda Tovet, Eileen Simonton, the Orrin Polands at New' Harbor
aston
teams and not be a benefit to ,way. I insisted that he take us magnificent views in all directions. , Dolores Keene, Cheryl Merrifield, for a few days.
Baptist Church Picnic
Thomaston. We feel that in view •with him. I sat on a pile of suit The ocean water stops here so we Donald Richards and Gerald Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. A P Garland made
The Baptist Sunday School and of the fact that we take care of
branched off and entered the Naer- i Tommy received many nice gifts.
a business trip to Bangor last Mon
cases
in
the
back
of
the
cart
and
Daily Vacation Bible School picnic the ball park and have done the
ofjord. the most beautiful of all. :
day.
will be held Saturday. June 28. at construction work there the past Martha sat on the narrow board
After sailing on the Naerofjord tor
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Poland and
WEST WASHINGTON
Jefferson.
Transportation
will few years, that the above offer is seat with the porter. Going around
several miles with the mountains
Maynard Toiman left the latter son James and Mrs Helen Poland
a
steep
turn
the
suitcases
fell
over
leave the church at 9 a. m The more than generous. If the com
rising 6000 feet on both sides, and ! part of the week for New York were at Orrington last Monday On
Church bell will ring at 8.30 in mittee sees fit to turn down this and the porter seized Martha
passing many small villages and I where he had the offer of a job for their way they called on friends at
around
the
waist,
so
that
she
case of no picnic. Members please offer as they have all others, it
waterfalls, we arrived at the foot I whicn he was recommended by one Camden
bring lunch and a large paper bag leaves no conclusion to draw but wouldn't fall into the valley hun
of Naerodal Canyon.
of his U. of M. professors.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellsworth
dreds
of
feet
below.
We
were
and swimming suit. The Sunday that it is necessary for the ball
(To be concluded'.
Final plans were announced Sun and three children of Portland are
School will furnish the beverage game to support the other attrac laughing so hard, when we reached
day of the picnic for the Sunday at their cottage here for a few days.
Parents are invited to attend.
tions of the holiday that fail to the Vatnahalsen Hotel, al! the
School which had been promised
On Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Heber
guests ran out to see what had
pay
their
own
way.
namely:
a
Robinsons Europe Bound
for as soon after the close of school Poland, Mr and Mrs A. P Garland,
happened. The hotel was full of
dance
to
which
no
one
came,
a
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson left
CAMDEN
as possible It will be held at Or Rev. Gertrude Anderson, Mr and
Wednesday for Newport Vt. They road race that had more prizes En«“®h Pe°Ple on thelr hol;da>’
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
cutt’s Beach on Wednesday of this Mrs. Edward Poland and Arthur
than
winners,
and
a
carnival
that
They
were
quite
social
and
much
Correspondent
were accompanied by their daugh
week leaving here at 9.30 a. m.
Poland attended a supper at Dutch
certainly
brought
no
civic
improveinterested
because
»e
came
from
TEL.
2197
ter. Mrs Albert Harjula and grand
Returning home last week Miss Neck
ment
to
the
town
of
Thomaston.
’
'
Sandwich
Islands.
daughter. Jacqueline Lee Harjula,
Mary Fogler was accompanied by
Thanking you for your kindness,
We heard
Beu strike in
Birthday Party
also by Mrs. Rachel Hill of Rock
Mrs. Blanche Prince is a surgi her grand-niece Anne, daughter of
I
remain,
yours
for
good
baseball.
England,
over
the
radio,
just
as
A birthday party was Held for
land. They were all guests of Mr
Jim Mayo, 5 we arrived. There were several cal patient at Parkway Hospital, the former Mary Fogler who is her Alice Jane Gifford at her home last
Robinson’s nephew and wife. Mr.
Manager, Thomaston Clippers.: large parlors with nice hot fires as 32 Cumberland avenue, Brookline, guest here.
Tuesday afternoon. Several friends
and Mrs. Percy Robinson.
Adelbert Lane of Philadelphia came and all had a happy time and
1 it was very cold up there on the Mass.
On Thursday all left for Mon- --............ -'
-----Frank Dailey is confined to his was a recent guest of his parents, enjoyed refreshments at the close of
treal, where Mr. and Mrs. Robinson Bond of West Hartford. Susan top of the mountain We had a
home with illnecs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane, Sr.
the party.
sailed on the Arosa Hulm for Eng- Morse of Chicopee. Roxann. Erlen- fine dinner and I tasted my firstj
Miss Blanche Bryant of WaterMiss Nancy Andrews is home
goat's
cheese.
The
hotel
was
on
land. Mrs. Harjula. Jacqueline and bacho of New York City and VirSewing Circle Met
town, Mass., was the week-end from Farmington State Teachers
Mrs. Hill spent Thursday night ir. ginia Plummer
of Marblehead. the very edge of a precipice, on a
On Friday afternoon Mrs Helen
guest
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
College
and
Miss
Viola
Starr
from
Newport. Vt., before returning home Miss Brown is majoring in Jour- small plateau between Lake RunPoland entertained the sewing cir
W. S. Bryant.
Gorham State Teachers College, to
unga and the Flaam Valley.
nalism at the MacDuffie School
on Friday.
Miss Thelma Knight, who has spend the Summer vacation at their cle at her home At the close of the
There
was
a
tremendous
water

Three Maine veterans were
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are on a
business session refreshments of
been spending a few days visiting respective homes.
the
troopship
Simon fall on the right, the lake in front
Boston University tour, which in aboard
cake and ice cream were served
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Knight,
has
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bryant and I
cludes England. Scotland. Lapland. Buckner which docked at Seattle, magnificent mountains to the
returned to Boston.
son. enroute from Bar Harbor to ]
Norway. Sweden, Finland, Den Wash . Friday One was Corporal north, and a yawning chasm be
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Jackson spent Connecticut were week-end guests I
All around, there were
mark. Switzerland and France They Homer H Pendleton of Rockport. low.
the week-end at Moosehead Lake of Mr. and Mrs Vernon Toiman. |
patches
of
snow
and
lovely
heather
hope, also, to visit Belgium and
When they left for home they were •
zreraiHiarerarejgreiajgjajzrararera and the valley below had green on a fishing trip.
Holland.
TODAY, JUNE 24
Miss Rosette Taylor and Rodney accompanied by Miles Toiman who ,
meadows and fine birch trees A
GIANT STAGE SHOW
Shaw of Pittsfield were week-end is spending his vacation with his (
grand location!
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene sister Mary in Meridan, Conn
Direct from Wheeling, W. Va.
It was bright and sunny next
Shaw.
ROCKPORT
Mr and Mrs Henry Kontio. Sr., !
Every Tuesday Night
morning. After a fine breakfast
TOBY STROUD and His
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
we started out with our stolkjarre meet Wednesday, June 25. at 730 and son David, spent several days
Minimum Prize $2.50
BLUE MOUNTAIN BOYS
Correspondent
and pony. Our driver was a boy p. m. for a regular business meeting. last week on a fishing trip at
SPECIAL PRICES
Tel. Camden 2050
SPECIAL GAMES
at Moosehead Lake.
who didn’t understand a word of
June 21th Onlv:
Mr. and Mrs George H. Thomas
Two Cents a Card.
Children
35c - Adults 74c
English The road was so terribly and daughter Harriett spent the
School Surprlsc
ON OUR SCREEN
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
steep and there were so many week-end in Boston.
The last week of school the
Sylvia Jane Brown who was re
“Girl On The Bridge”
NO. 37
sharp hair-pin turns, we decided to Mr. and Mrs Arthur Noon of Mil teacher and children of the local i
cently named Senior Prefect of the
Hugo Haas, Beverly Michaels,
MacDuffie School in Springfield. Thomaston N'at’l Bank Building w'alk down for 1500 feet.
ford, N. H., were week-end guests school were given a surprise party 1
Robert Dane
1-T-tf
There were 20 winding turns of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Prince.
by their mothers. It was held Mon- .
Mass., will be in charge of 153 girls
down
the
precipice
to
the
valley
day afternoon and attended by ev- .
She will be assisted by Jacqueline
W'EDNESDAY-THUR-SD AY
Birthday Supper Party
below, and then 14 miles to Sogne
JL'NE 25-28
Mrs. Margaret Richards and Mrs. ery pupil, the mothers and pre- '
fjord. At the end of the sharp Marjorie Stone were co-hostesses school children of families repre
“Gangway: For the Infantry
turns we got into the stolkjarre to a supper party honoring the sented in the regular class of the j As They Break the Back of
HEARTBREAK HILL"
ar.d the boy stood up behind. We birthday of Mrs. Frances Grindle, West Rockport school.
Richard Basehart, Gene Evans,
saw silver fox in pens, many goats., held at the Dougherty Cottage at
Mrs. Mabie Peabody, the teacher
Michael O'Shea in
and small houses with grass roofs. Norton Pond Others present were: who has so capably served In that
“
FIXED
BAYONETS”
It was a thrilling ride but I was Mrs Kathleen Gerrish. Mrs. Al- capacity for several years, was pre
CARTOON
NEWS
afraid that we would miss our lura Pitcher, Mrs. Marie Gardner. sented with a gift of money. Light
steamer, so I switched the pony Mrs. Helen Leighton. Mrs Gladys i'
and he kicked up every time so we Ronco Mrs clara Nason of war- '
was,
Marion Hamlin
WEDNESDAY and

Camden Theatre

GAME PARTY

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers. Librarian
Sv ery week-day: 9 o

m
• • • •

to 830 p

m

The Summer Vacation Reading
Club opened Monday with 35 chil
dren joining ’he first day The horse
race has started as several children
have been back to report on their
books The club is open to all chil
dren of school age A very attractive
horse race has been eree’ed in the
children's room and the Reading
Club is off to a good start. Come in
and see who's horse will win
New books added to the shelves
during the month.
FICTION
Upside Down In The Magnolia
Tree, M Bancroft.
Beyond the Breakers. S W Bas
sett.
Navajo Canyon. T Blackburn.
Outlaw Moon. B M. Brower.
Doctor Angel, J Bowman
1
Devil's Advocate. T Caldwell.
Richer Harvest, E Corbett
A Town of Masks. W, S. Davis
Heavy, Heavy Hangs. D M Dis
ney.
Host Rock, M F Doner
Dead Man’s Plans. M Eberhart.
Boss of the Plains, W Ermine
Mustang Mesa, P. Field
Man Who Looked Back, J Flem
ing.
Case of the Moth-Eaten Mink. E.
8 Gardner.
Romantic Lady, A. W. Graham.
Creeping Peril Mystery, A. Gregg
Sourdough Gold, J B Hendryx
Death Wears Pink Shoes, R.
James
The Strange Brigade. J. Jennings.
Death and Little Brother. C
Knight.
Song in the Night. J Lawrence.
The Deceivers, J. Masters
Magic is Fragile, E Mack
Proud Young Thing, H. T. Miller.
Grow
Young and Die,
W.
O'Farrettl.
Voice of Love, W. Neubauer
Double Jeopardy (Science Fic
tion) F Pratt.
Round Table Murders. A Rey
nolds
House in Between, H. Spring.
Three Lives of Elizabeth, S Siefert.
Shadows of the Butte, J. Thomp
son.
Windom's Way, J. R. Ullman.
Bowl of Brass. P Wellman.
Watersplash, P Wentworth.
Nine Brides and Granny Hite. N.
P Wilson.
!
Angel Cake, P. G. Wodehouse.
The Saracen Blade, F Yerby
Brave Interval. E. Yates.
NON FICTION
Edwin Arlington Robinson, E. !
Barnard
Forty Odd. M. Bard
i
Presenting Miss Jane Austen. M
L. Becker.
Duveen, S Behrmann
Wide Neighborhoods. M Breck
inridge.
I
Journey in the Sun, D. Chandon.
Day With the Giants, L. Day.
Wendell Wlllkie. M E. Dillon.
Young George Du Maurier. D.
DuMaurler.
Rufus Jones Speaks To Our Time,
H. Fosdick.
Diary of a Young Girl, A. Frank.
Nature I Loved, B. Geagan.
Story of Art, Gombrich.
Many Lives of Modem Woman,
Grucnberg.
Six in a Ford. Holmes.
Cabinet and the Presidency 1V0I.

PRIVATE READING and
Questions Answered. $1.00
REV. RUTH MATHIAS.
ADVISOR

Hotel Thorndike, Tuesday, July 1,
9 to 9. Wednesday 9 to 2 p. m.
75-7f

2 of Memoirs of H. Hoover) H Hoo
ver.
Your Trip to Britain, R Joseph.
The Natives Are Friendly, Leemlng.
Man From Abilene (Eisenhower)
McCann.
How to Build and Repair Your
Own Furniture. Popular Science.
Winston Churchill. Taylor
Ages in Chaos, Napoleon at St.
Helena. Velikovsky.

State Committee
Republicans Consider Fund
Raising Plans For Na
tional and State
Elections
Republicans licked their primary
campaign wounds in Waterville
Friday. Keynoters for the peace
meeting were Gov Payne and Sen
ator President Cross, newly-elect
ed nominees for the U. S. Senate
and Governor respectively. They
pleaded for unity.
In the course of their public ses
sion the committee members
adopted a budget calling for the
raising of $76935.69 this year from
Republicans in Maine A sum of
S4H.568 is to be the donation to
the national Republican Committee
The remainder Is to finance this
year's campaign and pay nearly
$12 000 In outstanding bills.
Because of a feeling that the
budget was too low in a year when
both a Presidential and a State
election will be held there was a
move to increase the State fund by
10 percent The move was defeated
as committee members expressed
the feeling that the present goal
should be met before seeking a
higher one.
Chairman Hutchins announced
the committees for the year. He
chose Judge Alonzo Conant of Au
burn as chairman of the top group,
the Executive Committee of the
State Committee. Serving with
Conant will be Attorney Ralph C.
.Masterman of Bar Harbor, former
State chairman; Mrs. Louise Dunnack of Augusta; Attorney Sydney
Thaxter, Portland; Mrs. Etta M.
Thurlow. Bath.
The committeewoman from An
droscoggin County, Virginia De
lano of Lewiston, was named to
the fund raising committee. That
group is headed by Mrs. E May
Chapman of Beifast.a former vice
chairman of the oommittee.
This was the first meeting of the
Republican State Committee since
the rough, tough primary cam
paign for last Monday’s election.
The immediate task recognized by
the speakers here today was uni
fication of the party for the Fall
elections.

NORTH UNION
There will be a gospel team at the
North Union Chapel Sunday afternoon at 2.15. A fine time Is antici
pated and everyone is cordially invited.

The time is fast approaching
when pedestrians must obey traffic
rules and regulations as consistentlv as drivers

WALDO THEATRE
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

TODAY-WED.-THUR8.
JUNE 24-25-26
"MA and PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR”
Starring Marjorie Main,
Percy Kilbride
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JUNE 27-28
Jeff Chandler, Susan Cabot,
John Lund in
“THE BATTLE AT
APACHE PASS"
In Technicolor

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
— HIT NO 1 -

— HIT NO. 2 —

MAD KILLERS

STALK YANK
SLEUTH!...
— when

THURSDAY

police call

2 BIG BOGART HITS!
THRU THURS.
— Also —

To Send Chills
Up and Down
Your Spine . . .
Deserted House!
Poisoned Meat:
Missing Man!

“This year I am really making good on what I
promised myself last Christmas—

Stolen Car:

To Make

I’m selecting gifts for my friends now,

;
:

the easy way:”

•) “Talk About
•
”
J LESLIE CAROM . < A Stranger
with

Stationery Printed with Name and
Address in Modern Style and Type.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TeeAnieoiov

Think TWICE
Before You

George Murphy
Nancy Davis
Claude Raines
Billy Gray

—HUMPHREY

Bogart
ia Ernest Hemingway's

To Have and
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TODAY—Jeff ChancNtr in “REO BALL EXPRESS”

Starts Thurstfay—^KANGAROO”
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Tuwday-Tbursday-Saturdiy
Ernest Campbell entered Knox
Hospital Sunday night as a surgical
patient.

Mrs Nellie Reed and Mrs Clara
Kelsey of the Owl's Head school
system have returned from several
days intensive study at the Special
School Lunch Workshop conducted
by the Department of Education
a*, the King Junior High School In
Mrtland. Both these progressive
teachers report great benefits at
tained during the course in which
the Department of Agriculture co
operated with the State School au
thorities. Mrs Reed will be in
charge of the new school lunch at
Owl's Head.
Mr and Mrs. Louis B Cook re
turned home Sunday night from a
week's vacation at Bunker's Har
bor.

Mr. and Mrs Harlan Rollins and
daughter Kathy of Edinburg, Tex
as arrived Saturday to spend a 10day vacation visit with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs Milton V. Rollins.
4mes street. Mi' Roilins is circula
tion manager of the Evening Moni
tor at McAllen, Texas. On Monday
the entire Rollins family went to
the Rollins cottage at CTawford
Lake for the week. The family
group included Mr and Mrs. Milton Rollins Sr., (Mr Rollins having
arranged his vacation from the
Central Maine Power Co., to coin
cide with Harlan's visit, i the Har
land Rollinses, Mr and Mrs Rob
ert Teel, i Louis Rollins i and chil
dren Elaine apd Donnie, (Mr. Teel
ii on vacation irom the A. C. Mc
Loon Co., > and Mr. and Mrs. Milton V. Rollins Jr., and son Mark.

t Mrs. Lawu ence Blood was given a
surprise party Thursday night byMrs. Albert R. Havener at her
home at Crescent Beach with Mrs.
Arthur Lind of Crescent Beach and
Mrs. Donald Slocumb of Camden
assisting hostesses. Mrs Blood was
presented a purse of money honor
ing the recent birth of a daughter,
Sally Refreshments were served
buffet style. Invited guests were:
Miss Ann Tootill, Miss Pauline
Stevens. Miss Lois Benner, Miss
Elizabeth Sawyer. Mra. Jason
Thurston, Miss Eleano. Weed. Miss
Sylvia Adams, Mrs P.alph T. Clark,
Jr., Mrs. Donald Russell, Mrs Lew
is Stockford and Mrs Edward
^preenleaf. Jr., of Rockland Mr.s.
Donald Morang. Owl's Head. Mrs.
Theodore Allard, Spruce Head and
Mrs. Willard Johnson. Belfast

Chief Joseph Jaynes. USCG ar
rived Saturday to accompany Mrs.
Jaynes to Groton, Conn , where
they will make their future home
Mrs .Margaret Fleming of Sao Chief Jaynes is an instructor in
Paulo. Brazil, is the guest of Mr the Aid to Navigation School at the
and Mrs Harold L Karl. Granite Coast Guard Base
street. Mrs Fleming is enroute to
England by way of Quebec She was
The last meeting of the year of
a neighbor of the Karls when they the Sisterhood of the Adas Yashurlived in Brazil and this is a happy or. Synagogue was held Wednesday
reunion after 29 years.
afternoon in the vestry. The out
going president Mrs Sol Sulko
There will be a meeting of the witch was presented a corsage of
Rubinstein Club executive board red roses. These new officers as
and all committees in the studio of sumed their ixisitions. President,
the Farnworth building, Friday, at Mrs David Rubenstein: vice presi
7.30 p m. for the purpose of voting dent. Mrs. Lawrence Miller: Secre
on new members, correcting the tary. Mrs. Sidney Segal and trea
membership list, outlinging the surer, Mrs Alan Grossman. The
meetings for the year, and any set of flat silver, Rogers 1881, was
other business which may require • warded Miss Adele Grossman. The
immediate action.
project for the year has been to
buy new seat covers for the pews
Mr and Mrs. Albert R Havener in the temple Refreshments were
of Crescent Beach attended the served by the hostesses, Mrs Wil
wedding of Miss Joan Sargent Hill liam Small and Mrs. David Ruben
and Alvo Owen Marlin, Jr.. Satur stein.
day afternoon in the Firat Congre
gational Church in Waterville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mignault
the reception that followed in the ; were week-end guests of Mr. and
Roberts Union at Colby College, j Mrs John L. Knight in Brighton.
The bride is the daughter of Dr Mass. Saturday they .attended the
and Mrs. Frederick T. Hill of Wa wedding of Miss Joan Harlan and
terville.
Ernest Spence in the Methodist
Church at Newton Center. Mass..
Mrs Beatrice Philbrook was giv at 4 o'clock. Mr. Mignault serving
en a surprise birthday party Thurs as best man.
day night at her cottage at Headof-the-Bay with Mrs. Louise In
Mr. and Mrs John Wallace re
graham and Miss Annie Nelson as turned to their home in Dover. N.
hostesses. Mrs Philbrook was pre H Sunday after spending several
sented a floor lamp. Refreshments days with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
of sandwiches, coffee and two Coombs at their 3ummer home at
handsome birthday
cakes were Owl's Head.
served Guests were: Miss Mary
Johnson, Mrs. Cora Davis, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Frances E Haven
Eda Marshall, Mrs. Gladys Orff. er, Jr . and children Nancy Louise
Mrs Mary Butler, Mrs. Charles and Francis E. 3rd of Bayville. L.
Montgomery. Mrs. Frances Mont I. N. Y„ wil! arrive Friday to spend
gomery. Mrs. Helen Garnet, Miss a week with his parents. Mr. and
Dorothy McLenan, Miss Fiances Mrs. Francis E. Havener. Broadway
Hanrahan Miss Annie Hanrahan.
M-ss Anna Flynn, Mrs Louise In
Miss Christine Corman. Mrs.
graham, Mrs. Edna Heath. Mrs. Ada I helma Stanley. Miss Margaret
Payson. Miss Annie Nelson and Dorman. R. N., and Miss Barbara
Mrs. Josie Knowlton. Invited but Young R N., will go Thursday to
unable to attend were Mrs. Cora Washington where they will be em
Smith, Mrs. Margaret Hurd and ployed at the cub camp at Medom
Mis Ada Hewett.
ak. for the Summer.
Mr and Mrs. E. Carl Moran. Jr..
entertained 25 guests at a recep
tion Sunday evening from 5-7 hon
oring Dr. and Mrs. Merrill Greene
of Lewiston who were at the Sam
oset to attend the meeting of the
Maine Medical Association. Dr
and Mrs. Greene were classmates
of Mrs. Moran at Colby College.

Mrs. Daniel Paulitz entertained
the T.H.E. Club Monday night at
her home on Beech street Prizes
in auction were won by Mrs. Lena
K. Sargent. Mis. Louis B. Cook and
Mrs. Sherman Rokes. Mrs. John M.
Richardson and Mrs. Albert R
Havener won the traveling prizes.
Late lunch was served.

Mrs. Levi W. Gray of Fall River,
Mass., arrived Saturday and is vis- •
lting her daughter Mrs. Maud Hal!. '
Willow street, and granddaughter.
Mrs. Norris C. Bartlett and family
for several days.
Major and Mrs Talbot Aldrich
arrived Friday from Boston and are
occupying their Summer home at
Tenant’s Harbor Major Aldrich at
tended the SOth annual reunion of
his class at Harvard University.

Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson
who were called here by tlie death
of Mrs. Robinson's brother-in-law.
Sidney Stinson, have returned to
their home at Isle au Haut.

bathtubs or showers, six mil
Claustrophobia is one of the lion housing units no private
toilets, three million not even
commonest fears—fear of closcd- running water. If communities
in places, like subways, eleva- i corrected these deficiencies, our
tors, small rooms. There are national health would be greatly
many other phobias (fears) such improved.
as fear of crowds, high altitudes, Answer to Question No. 3:
public speaking. Fears are per
Leukemia is a disease of the
fectly understandable but as a blood
stream often spoken of as
rule irrational and may be “cancer
of the blood". It has no
caused by some past unpleasant proven relation
cancer. It is
experience or an inner mental usually fatal. It to
is diagnosed by
conflict. Phobias are not to be examining the blood
finding
considered weaknesses and peo-; a great increase in and
the white
pic who are suffering from them cells. Life can be prolonged
by
will find it beneficial to consult blood transfusions. Much re

their family physician.
search work in many laborator
Answer to Question No. 2:
ies is being done in the hope of
Yes, most important. U.S.! finding the cause and the cure.
There
are two types of leukemia
Health is greatly aided by its
bathtubs, toilets, proper sewage —acute and chronic.
(Copyright 1952 by Health Informa
disposal, running water. Still
seven million homes have no | tion Foundation!
Answer to Question No. 1

The Woman's Educational Club
will meet Wednesday at the Moody
cottage, Lucia Beach. Woods bus
will leave the taxi stand at 1.45 p.
m. Carroll Wixson will be the af
ternoon speaker and will tell of
Boy s-out Work Box lunch at 5.30
At 6 30 Principal Fred L Perkins
of Warren High School will speak
UNIVERSALIST ACTIVITY

The rummage sale held Saturday
for the benefit of the Universalist
Sunday School was a gratifying
success to the following committee,
Kathleen Newman, chairman: Stel
la Linekin, Nellie Yadeno. Dorothy
Smalley, Mary Weisman, AveryPaul, Frances Farrand. Grace Flan
ders, Myrtle Hammond, Charlotte
Flint, Dorothy Dowling, Alice
Jameson. Clara Smith. Marie Keene
Jennie Trussell, Lena True. Kath1 erine Haines. Athleen McRae. Ina

’52 DODGE CORONET SEDAN

NICKERSON-STODDARD NUPTIALS

Museum To Present Young Pianist Thursday

Miss Shirley Merrill
tlie Farnsworth Museum.
sity Sihool of Music and
appearances in the state

Ivan Lockard Nickerson,

Zilpha Stoddard of
North Haverhill. N H. and Rev
Ivan Lockard Nickerson of Vinal
haven and Springfield, Mass., were
married June 21 at North Haverhill.
The groom is now pastor of Li
berty Methodist Church of Springfield Mass. while the bride is girl’s
physical education
director at
Towle High School in Newport.
N H.
Following a wedding trip to Que
bec, the couple will make their
home at 70 Freeman Terrace in
Miss Eloise

Springfield.
Rev. Nickerson is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Roy L. Nickerson of VI- j
nalhaven and attended Vinalhaven
High School. He continued his edu-1
cation at Wesleyan University and J
Harvard University
He has served parishes at Mid
dletown, Conn., and North Haver
hill, N. H.. and taught Bible and;
English at Suffield Academy ln
Sufficld. Conn., and was chaplain
at Camp Wyanokc in Wolfboro, N.
H., five years.

ol Bangor who is to appear in a piano recital Thursday evening at 8 o’clock at
The \oung pianist is a student of Professor Jules Wolffers of the Boston Univer
made her first public appearance at the age of 15. Miss Merrill has made several
recently, being well received in each instance.

Miss Shirley Merrill artist atud.ent of Prof. Jules Wolffers of the
Eoston University School of Music
will give a piano recital at the
Farnsworth Library and Art Mu
seum Thursday night at 8 o’clock.
Miss Shirley Merrill, winner of
the state-wide piano competition
‘ :onscred bv the New England Mu
sic Festival Association, has stud
ied with Prof. Jules Wolffers of
Coston University At the age of 15.
Miss Merrill was auditioned at a
I National Meeting of Piano Teachers
' Association in Boston by Doctor Le
roy Campbell and was classified an
i artist studeir with superior rating.
As a result of this rating, she was
chosen to play in the Artist Stu
dent recital at the Copley Plaza
Ballroom.
Miss Merrill is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Harold Merrill of
Bangor formerly resident of Au
gusta.

FORMER WARREN PASTOR IN MUSICAL
Reverend and Mrs. Swetnam To Appear
Friday Evening For Organ Fund
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Swetnam of
irth Uxbridge. Mass., will present
musical evening Friday at 7.30
m„ at the Warren Baptist
lurch auditorium. Proceeds will
toward the new Baldwin elecmic organ, installed last March.
Re. Swetnam. pastor of the Bapt Church in North Uxbridge, and
rmer pastor of the Warren Bapt church will play both the orn and piano, Friday evening
th three groups for the organ,
d one for the piano.
Mrs. Swetnam. the former Mary
eweft, soprano, will favor with a
yup of vocal solos. Both are talted musicians, and the program
looked forward to with much enusiasm. Arrangements for it
•re made by the music committee
the church.
First group for the organ will inlde “Largo” by Handel; “Mo;nt Musical" by Schubert; and
"he Lost Chord” by Sullivan.
•ard. Pauline Gregory, Mary
Ison, Frances McLoon, Ardelle
dell, Natalie Perry, Helen JackGertrude Jordan and Naomi
ner.
aturday June 28. the Chapin
ss will have another rummage
with President Mrs. Alice
leson as chairman. Mrs. Jamewill name her committee but it
oped that as many of the above
res as possible will assist,
ater in the Summer an auction
leing planned to be held on the
.versalist lawn with a licensed
tioneer taking charge. All who
:nded the last auction will anpate the event, and be prepared
a day of enjoyment.

The second group will be an or
gan medley, the numbers; "The
Jericho Road,” a spiritual; I'm on
the Battlefield" John Benson, Jr.;
"Just A Little Talk With Jesus.' by
Derricks; and "Hallelujah. We Shall
Rise," by Thomas.
In conclusion, "Make Me A Bless
ing,” by Schuler: "The Stranger of
Galilee" by Morris; and "The Holy
City" by Adams.
The piano numbers will be med
ley of hymns and will include the
following, "The
Twenty Third
Psalm," "The Lord is My Shep
herd", "God Leads His Children
Along," "Guide Me, O Thou Great
Jehovah." "He Leadeth Me,” "Sa
viour, Like a Shepherd, Lead Us"
Where He Leads, I'll Follow," "It
Is Well With My Soul,” and "The
Way the Cross Leads Home."
Mrs. Swetnam will sing two num
bers. “Calvary' by Rodney and
"His Eye Is On the Sparrow, by
Gabriel.

NORTH SEARSMONT
Richard Merriam, accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Elinda Gray and
Mrs. Agnes Fuller motored to
Hancock Wednesday, calling on Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bunker.
Cedric Berry of Thorndike has
been visiting his aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Blake. A
family picnic was held Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hook, ac
companied by Mrs. Clara Hook, all
of Melrose. Mass., have been at
the Hook homestead for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hook of
Skowhegan were guests at the
homestead Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Davis have
returned from a few days' vacation
in Quebec.

Miss Marilyn Hupper and Ernest Korpinen.

Mr. and Mrs. Colby Hupper of
Tenant s Harbor announce the en
gagement of their daughter Mari
lyn to Ernest Korpinen of St.
George.
Both are graduates of St George

Hedlund Concert
Youthful Prodigy Made a
Sensational Hit In Rock
land Appearance
The Holy Trinity Lutheran bene
fit concert was a success The pian
ist Charles Hedlund, played brill
iantly, a program of Bach's Presto
from Italian
Concerto. Sonata
Pathetique in three movements
from Beethoven
The symphony
prodigy played his favorite compo
ser's
i Chopin’s)
Fantasy
and
Promptu Nocturns in E Major and
Waltz in E Minor.
His interpretations of Sibelius
Romance and Etude in A Minor
caught the audiences warm appre
ciation and his finale Debussey’s in
tricate Tocardo was played with
excellent performance.
The young artist was a delight
to music lovers for his mastery of
piano. His personality, as a natural
young teen ager who likes people,
forecasts a great future He was in
terested in seeing Maine and prom-

High School in the class of 1944.
Miss Hupper is proprietor of Mari
lyn’s Beauty Shoppe at Tenant's
Harbor and Mr. Korpinen is em
ployed by Leslie Hupper of S’.
George as a carpenter.
return to

the beautiful State I

soon.
Mrs. Armanda Julet. wife of fa
mous Symphony player Ludwig Juj let, gave two groups of charming
folk songs in Esthonian and Fin' nish. Her beauty and appearance
ar.d performance were enjoyed by
the listeners.
] The fine coffee service served by
the Women's Guild of the Church
was well patronized by the audi
ence.

APPLETON
The Smorgasbord held recently
by Georges Valley Grange was a
great success. The dining-room
was beatifully decorated with pine,
small birch trees and Spring flowera. each table having a centerpiece
of cut flowers in Scandinavian
holders. The Grange is indebted
to Mrs. Ella Webel of Warren, who
gave an entire day to arranging
the flowers and other decorations
as well as furnishing the contain
ers Over 200 were fed and praise
was heard on every hand. The sum
of $143 was added to the repair

Distinctive

Handbags..........
These entirely new handsome Handbags are

made in an array of brilliant stripes oi »olid

SHORT CUT
To a Smart Summer
Feel cool, look charming on
the hottest day with one of our
skillfully styled short hairdos.
Call us for an appointment
today.

Permanents, $5. to $15.
GILBERT'S
The 1952 Dodge cars have improvements and refinements inside and out including new up- holstery fabrics, new wheel covers and hub caps, a new tail light assembly and modified front
grille Dodge Tint Safety Glass windows and windshields are an optional feature. All 1952
model Dodge cars have water-proofed ignition systems, electrical windshield wipers and Ori_ flow shock absorbers

-

BE*UIY SMON i

colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of

matching material.
What ran be more unpleas
ant than long, overgrown hair
during the hot Summer season.
Drop in at our friendly shop
and have a cool trim. Expert
service awaits vou at

Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet

are feather light in your hand.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.

KNIGHT'S
BARBER SHOP

Helen Oldis Knight, Prop.
Roger Knight, Prop.
TEL. 142
ROCKLAND
S75 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND 477 MAIN ST.

Student Of Prof. Wolffers
Will Present It At the
Farnsworth Museum

ST. GEORGE COUPLE ENGAGED

TEL. 1036 M

18 WILLOW ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
33*T&S'6O

fund for the Grange. Much credit
is due the committee: Mesdames
Esther Keating. Ruby Chapies.
Amie Brook Lilli Johnson. Esther
Moody. Mae Haolntcsh and Helen
Simpson. They were ably assisted
by Mrs. Hilda Stockbridge and son
John- Mr- and Mrs- Raymond Desy
and Mrs Clara Wentworth
Raymond Keating sold tickets at the
door Only the generous donations
of the members made such a large
sum possible.
The committee is
already planning another one later
in the Fall.
The "Helping L.ink Circle,” held
a successful sale and supper in the
I.OO.F hall Wedneedap. A pub
lic baker bean supper was served
at o'clock and a generous sum wm
added to the treasury.
Mrs. Raymond Keating spent the
week-end in Reading, Mass. the
guest of her son Ralph Keating
and family.
Damon Hall is seriously ill at
his home in North Appleton.
David Murphy is at Crescent
Beach Inn where he has employ
ment.
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IT WAS A TRAGIC MONTH
Eighteen Traffic Deaths In May—Exceed

outdoor

■>

ed In Only Two Other Years

KNOX COUNTY

HE WAS PRESENTED THE
OSTINCUISHEO SERVICE MEDAL
FOR "EXCEPTIONALLY MERITORIOUS
SERVICES TO THE U.S. AS
COMMANDER NAVAL FORCES FAR
EAST IN ACTION AGAINST ENEMY
ACCCESSOR FORCES OF NORTH
KOREA.*

VICE ADMIRAL

C Turner

V

DESERTED THE CLAM FLATS
And This, Mind You, Was Out In Alaska,

"

While the Salmon Were Running

if we are
Eighteen motor vehicle deaths alertness is a must .
Joe Kelley, a Rockland boy, sta I "Even clam diggers dropped their
tioned
in Honolulu, Alaska, sends shovels and polned the rush to the
during the month gave Maine one to stay alive!
U.S. NAVY -i
—
Lieut.
John
deWinter.
Director
The
Courier-Gaaette
copies of the ! Copper River flats.
of its worst May records in history
"In addition to 1924. a big P*<*
By
Division of Traffic A' Safety
Daily Alaska Empire, published in
Only twice before, in 1936 and 19-tK
Juneau; and the Whitehorse Star, was put up in 1934, but the season
RALPH
vV.
TYLER
have so many people lost their lives
published in Whitehorse, Yukon. was longer then and the run waa
ln traffic accidents ln May, 23
The Empire shares the world's , later. Tony Hanson of the New J
were killed during the month in
Well it looks as if famous Maine
Most of Knox County's sports
interest in Major League baseball, England Fish Co, recalls.
each of these years.
"The Cordova Cold Storage Oo.
and publishes the daily standings
guide Charlie Miller, who has ma men who get around the State have
The 18 fatalities more than
sometime or other encountered the
of the American and National started packing salmon on the hne
_____ By Carol Lane _____
ny
friends
in
Knox
County
and
doubled the annual average of eight
famous Charlie Miller in his nat
Leagues. It also conducts a 20- that normally is used for crab canWomen's Travel Authority
whose accamplishments in the ways
for the month for the previous
[ ning.
It has handled 700,000
ural environment Not long ago I
years ago column.
Many single women have
years, and it is exactly three times
of the great outdoors have been read ln The Black Cat that he paid
pounds of halibut this seasonIt
seems
they
have
clam
fiats
ln
the toll taken in 1951 when six confided in me quite frankly vibrating against our ear drums for his regular call on our editor Er
“The current season closes June
Alaska. Read the following clip
that they regard their vacation
were killed
j 20. The second section of it will
ping;
he last quarter of a century, has nest Crie. Joe Talbot, Carl Griffith
as open season for husband
Four pedestrian deaths raised to hunting
"The big Copper River red open July 10 and run to Sept. 18.
bit off quite a chew in his latest and others hereabouts will be in
17 the number of people killed
Its amazing, though, how
salmon run has taken the house The season on pinks will open
HE DISPLAYED RESOLUTION AND
terested ln this contest, for the an
challenge in the "fast -becomingwalking this year This compares often young ladies in quest of
DIPLOMATIC SKILL AS HEAD OF THE
wives out ol their kitchens and put Aug. 4.
ecdotes of Charlie Miller's long and
U.N. DELEGATION AT KAESONG ANO
with ten walking deaths for the a conquest select the most un
lost " art of canoe paddling.
“The current price on the fishing
office workers into their jeans OldPAN MUN JON CUR'NC THE KOREAN
varied outdoor experiences are dear
same five-month period in 1951
likely places I Charlie, who once was featured
ARMISTICE TALKS.
’ timers describe it as the biggest grounds is $1.15 a fish for reds
to
their
hearts
— like the
Two of the four pedestrian fatali
run since 1924. It has been a sur- and $415 for kings. Reds average
Personally I know little of Char
guest in a beefsteaw "cookout" at
swank re
ties in May of this year were three
orice
too, because a big run wasn't about six pounds each and about
one of the annual fishing debries at lie's achievements except what I've
sorts.
years old; another was six. All
AFTER WORLD WAR
12t4 make a ease.
expected this year.
Now young
heard.
Megunticook
Lake
and
likewise
is
II
HE
COMMANCFD
four were killed in urban sections
IN I OH 6 HE WAS PLACED
The Whitehorse weather report
"Women
bank
and
store
em

TASK FORCE 73 IN
men who
I
do
know
that
one
Steve
Casey
also
well
known
for
his
showmanIN COMMAND OF THE
In addition to the four pedestri
THE FAD WESTERN
was of Interest. For the week of
may be long
ployes
change
into
rubber
boots,
NAVAL
PROVING
GROUNDS
srip, recently pounded his fists upon rowed his scull shell a distance of
PACIFIC. ONE OF
ans—five drivers, seven passengers
on such in
DAHLC REN,VIRGINIA
pants, and oilskins to work in the June 1 the highest temperature
THE MAJOR JOBS
his hairy chest in the neighborhood one and three-quarter miles in
and two bicycle riders were includ
WHERE THE NAVY TEST3
tangible as
OF HIS FORCE WAS
canneries until midight. A um was 62 and there were two dayu <
ITS
NEW
WEAPONS.
eight
minutes,
which
speed
allows
of Charles River and declared that
ed in the month's traffic toll.
sets as “perTO CLEAR SHANGHAI
ber of store owners do the same. when the mercury went down to
HARBOR OF MiNES.
the outboard motor was making a no barnacles to grow on a craft's
May's staggering total brings to
sonality ”
■ A swing shift taxi driver rides a 32 And maybe Joe Kelley thought
V
J
GOUO/6
and
“
potential"
are
also
notori

bottom.
,
bunch
of
"pantywaists"
out
of
the
50 the number of persons who have
of Winter, back home.
fish truck by day.
If Charlie has overplayed his
outdoor men of today He even
met death on Maine streets and ously short on funds. They seek
places
that
emphasize
economy i went so far as to forthwith and im hand ln making this challenge you
highways since Jan 1. 1952 Fiftytails regarding prizes and species of ant is the garden snake. Quite an
and informality. In choosing a
three died during the same five- resort, they look for one with
mediately challenge any single- can bet when the camera men pho- the derby this week.
interesting specimen too ln that Its
• • • •
month period last year; 49 in 1950; -package’’ rates that include
man-powered craft to beat him ln 1 tograph him crossing the finishyoung are born alive, sometimes as
and 43 in 1949
It wasn t long ago I got quite se- many as 50, while the other com
the use of tennis courts, horses, ( a quarter mile race on said Charles line he will be stroking his ash padSixteen people were killed during canoes, pool and other recrea
i die affectionately and displaying a ierely criticized for writing here mon species of this area lay eggs
River at a date to be selected
the last 15 days of the month Five tional facilities. It behooves
Well, tlie sportsmen of the Bay ! smile that will never betray him as that many of the trout caug.'.t at
The garden snakes’ bodies are Republicans Hoping To Avert It After
died during the week-end of May single gals to choose likewise.
j State who knew Charlie, wasn't the ;j the loser.
Forest Lake last year were smaller grayish brown with a ripple of
In general, wide-open spaces
• • * •
17-13, and the long Memorial Day
least bit surprised and while they
than when they were released Not slightly darker and very even marks
the Chicago National Convention
week-end accounted for six deaths like the lumbering, ranching
Saturday
June
21 opens the gen only were they under legal size on either side shading into the
were
making
predictions
of
how
far
:
and mining areas of the west
Maine drivers had been doing a
eral
fishing
season
on
black
bass
ln
lighter
undercolor
of
the
belly.
behind
Charlie
would
be
left
by
but several that I saw were in quite
are better spots to find a
fine job for the past several , marrying male than are our j some of their own canoemen up local waters
poor physical condition.
Since the time of Eve snakes
Republican leaders are reported
months However, improper driving more densely populated secjumps one Steve (“The Crusher”) J Plug and spin-casting gets the
have borne a handed down hatred
The
loyal
followers
of
Forest
Lak»
to
be working overtime to make sure
and pedestrian practice took a ' tions.
most
attention
but
many
fishermen
MATINICUS
Casey, a "wrestler" who has wiped
were soon crowding around to tell among most humans.
that any wounds suffered in the
heavy toll in lives the past month
National parks are also
up considerable resin in the Bos still favor over the side bait fishing me I was "all wet" in making such
Mrs
Frank
Ames is visiting her
To kill one of the snakes of our party's Taft-Eisenhower fight are
Speed, passing on hills, running “happy husband-hunting
ton arena with the epidemics of or trolling live bait.
daughter, Mrs. Kennetih Ivee ln
an
assertion
and
said
I
had
given
area
is
to
rob
the
farmer
of
one
of
off the road, and children running grounds.” The relative low
various parts of some of the coun- j Knox County waters are well sup the prestige of the pond a bad blow his greatest little helpers around healed right after the July nomin North Reading, Mass.
across the road were prominent cost of a park vacation and the
try's
strongest men, and he says he plied with bass. There are doubtless Now along comes Dr. Walter Con the garden although I admit they ating convention.
Graduation exercises were held
among the causes of fata'ities The numerous outdoor activities to
Informed sources said some GOP
will
take
his Charles River scull- , many 6 and 8 pounders in the ley, a reputable trout fisherman, are not pleasant companions ln a
be enjoyed there are especially
Wednesday night in the chureh.
month of May shattered any illu- '
officials
fear
the
battle
for
the
Reattractive to younger men.
shell and beat Charlie Miller any- : Georges River and its contributing who also
about thp undersized sleeping bag.
sions we may have been cherishing
j publican presidential nomination Only three members ln the cl**
Bachelors often team up in a , time and Just to make the match ponds and lakes
trout which he catches occasionally
that we were going to improve ma car to double the fun and halve
may split the party and kill its 1952, James Thompson, Bradford
Many
believe
the
opening
of
the
even he might tow a couple of row
Wild strawberries are ripening chances in the November election. Lewis and June Thompson.
there, and as "Doc” wanted facts
terially our highway safety record the expenses. So bachelor girls
bass season marks the turning point instead of theories he also placed rapidly now. Most of those which
boats astern.
As a matter of fact, we shall be should also travel in pairs.
Bonnie and Dickie Ames of Rock
Of course such talk makes good of salmon and trout fishing for this his problem before Dept. Com. Earl appear first ln fields find them They reported these developments
Eligible male vacationists
very fortunate if we do as well as
land
are visiting their granmbther,
,
aimed
at
soothing
some
of
the
bit

sport reading for a "hot" contest area. Warmer water mosquitos and Bradbury of the Fish and Game of selves handicapped by crowding and
may hope to find romance
we did last year.
terness;
Mrs. Esther Young.
flies making it more pleasant to fice in Augusta.
und
seeing
as
the
race
is
to
be
themselves
—
but
not
at
ruinous
shade in the unusually heavy crop
Sixteen deaths in 15 days dur
1—John Foster Dulles, foreign
Dons Merrill and Berniece Smith
fish in the open spaces
ing the latter part of May! This rates! Lay your plans accord ' pulled off in the Charles River
Now, a legal pond-trout is eight of hay of this year. Berries of the affairs advisor to Gov Thomas E arrived at tihe Red House Thurs
ingly, ladies, and better start
next
Sunday
it
is
also
well
timed.
open
pastures
and
cut-off
woodlots
is a terrible price to pay for the now. “Summer will be icumin
Keep in mind the Megunticook inches long and the present "put are very abundant and of good Dewey in the 1948 GOP campaign day.
Jim Creel writing in the Post says
privilege of automotive travel. Cer in” before you know it.
The school picnic was held at
Senior
Fishing Derby to be held and take" stocking policy at Forest size Another week should see them will be given a key role in drafting
that Miller is “ some paddler" just
tainly it should serve to awaken us
the 1862 platform Dewey has been Markey’s beach Friday.
the same, having personally seen next Sur.oay by the Megunticook 1 Lake would scarcely attain its pur at their finest.
all to the realization that highwayMatrimony is an institution of him in action on a Maine lake a Fish and Game Association at pose if smaller trout were released
a leader in the campaign of Gen.
• • » •
Harold Bunker went to Rockland
danger is ever-present, and that
there. So when a four or five or six
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Senator Frlday and was accompanied home /•.
learning
in which a man loses his while back. Jim is making no pre Camden.
tragedy may strike the moment we
Harry
Fullerton
from
Connecticut
ciayton young
It is expected President Willis ■ inch trout is caught in Forest Lake is in the "Keag" for his annual in Robert A. Taft was said to have by Mr and
become indifferent or careless in Bachelor's degree and his wife ac dictions on the outcome of said
there appears to be but one answer.
agreed to Dulle’s appointment.
Hodson
will
be
releasing
full
de

and
daughter.
quires
a
Master's.
!
race.
our driving and walking. Oonstant
[ There is definite indication of terval of flounder fishing. His first
2—Senate
Republican
leader
Mr. and Mrs Charles Buker and
j some natural reproduction, and trip out yielded 26 and he was off Styles Bridges and other GOP
I children of Gary. Ind.. arrived Sat
again
today
after
another
basket

] whether it be in Forest Lake's one
j "neutrals" are conducting a behind urday to visit his sister and hus
I small tributary or elsewhere on the ful.
-the-scenes drive for a Taft- EisHarry don't use "radar" to locate 1 enhower “peace pact” after the band, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Phll
j ponds gravel bottom I could not
JOZA
the big "flats' either; he takes a convention. They are working on a brook
The ’52 Ford has far more than new car looks.
say.
It's a truly modern car with low, sweeping lines
I Dr Conley and many other true cross bearing from fixed objects on plan which all convention delegates
J sportsmen deplore the fact that shore and drops his anchor with would be pledged to support the
HAVE YOUR
plus the safety of Full-Circle Visibility. And
! these little fellows are hooked so "needle point" accuracy right party's nominee, whoever he may
underneath this beauty is a rugged chassis . . .
j often. Even with the most careful amongst them. "Only trouble is" be.
stronger than ever with Ford’s new K-bar
says Harry, "you catch 50 crabs for
handling they generally die.
Taft's headquarters announced
construction.
What a blessing to conservation it every flounder.”
, that he will move into his national
And to think it was only a couple ■ convention headquarters at Chica
; would be if we had trout water
\
Installed
! enough in this area of Maine to ro- of weeks ago Sanford Delano tried go June 30 for four days of confer
ff
\
by
j tate the stocking and keep each ’em and never got a bite.
ences with arriving delegates
pond closed for five years after the
Burpee
The Democrats also announced
release of fish.
that they will hold public hearings
Furniture
SOUTH WARREN
Forest Lake., our smallest allCo.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Packard at Chicago starting July 16 to help
j irout pond is easily fished out. It is of Palm Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Lu draft the party's 1962 campaign
381 Main 84.
for this very reason that I have ad cretia McNeil of Newburyport. platform House Democratic leader
Rockland.
vocated small but progressive Mass., are guests at the Bucklin- , John W McCormack (Mass ) chair
Maine
stocking of brook trout in Alford Delano home.
man of the platform and resolution
TEL. 1590
' Lake over a long perid, a policy
A party of 25 from here visited committee, said all interested par
55-T&a-84
j which I believe would eventually
the Benson Animal Farm in New ties are welcome to present their
j pay off in some "club trout."
views.
Hampshire recently.
I point to Nobleboro's Little Pond,
Democratic political interest cen
Grange Circle
SUMMER SCHEDULE
(now closed) to verify my belief in
tered in the capital meantime as
The Grange circle met at the Estes Kefauver and W Averell Har
this respect, where three-pound
NORTH HAVEN
Never has any low-priced car offered such hightrout are quite regularly caught and Copeland-Maxey home on Thurs riman met in a primary contest for
PORT DISTRICT
compression power a3 Ford's 110-h.p. V-8 . . .
one slx-pounder has been taken. day, June 19. and the male mem the District of Columbia's six De
Starting June 2, 1952
the most powerful engine in its field. And no
Dally Except Bunday E. D. T.
Any water the size of Alford Lake. bers of the Grange being Invited I mocratic delegates.
other low-priced Six can compare with Ford’s
Lv. North Haven ...7 7M A- M.
I not fishable from the bank over the for supper, it was being partaken of
The chief point of bitterness in
high-compression, low-friction 101-h.p. Six!
Ar. Rockland ...... ..... g.19 A- M.
largest part of its shoreline appears on tables set up on the lawn, when the Republican party stems from
Lv. North Haven ....... 12.151*. M.
to me to present an ideal long range a sudden wind squall with some the Taft-Elsenhower dispute over
Ar. Rockland ............ 1.25 p. M.
rain
caused
much
activity
among
! brooktrout water.
convention delegates from Texas,
Lv. Rockland 73."...._
• • a 9
the 50 or more present to take !
Ar. North Haven ....... 19,25 A-M.
Mississippi and Louisiana. While
j Florence McConchie phoned of a shelter indoors where ice cream and I the fighting already is in the pre
Lv. Rockland ............ SJ9P. M.
cake
were
served
among
more
com,
snake which has apparently taken
Ar. North Haven
8A9P.M.
liminary stages, the show-down
fortable
surroundings
An
invitaj up an abode near her cellar wall.
probably
will
not
come
until
the
Her description that the reptile's tion was accepted to meet with convention.
TO SEPT. 7 inclusive:
WUl run Sundays leering
skin was similar in color to tweed, Sister Hyler and Brother Mills at ' Taft said that he would cam
their
home
on
July
10.
Please
take
Rockland
at 8.30 A. M. Arriv
left me slightly puzzled.
paign for Elsenhower if he is the
ing North Haven 9.40 A. MI meet few snakes in my travels ' dishes and silver.
Leave North Ha en at 3.89 P.
Republican nominee and hoped
around the county and none, reM. Arriving Rockland at 4-95
the General would do the same If
I
P. M.
' gardless of size, that I would have
SUMMER SCHEDULE
circumstances are reversed, Eisen
Leave Rockland at 599 P. M.
any fear of picking up in my hands.
VINALHAVEN
hower has said only that he will
Arriving North Haven at 8.10
[ I recall seeing only three kinds. The
PORT DISTRICT
P. M.
support the nominee if the GOP
green snake so shiny and immacuJune 29th to Sept. 8th inclu
Starting June 2 to Oct. 1, 1952
platform 1s based on the “liberty
sive extra trip front North
! late, the striped garden or garter
Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.
versus socialism" document drafted
Haven every Saturday P. M.
snake with his three yellow stripes
Lv. Vinalhaven ......... 730 A. M.
by Republicans in 1950.
Leaving North Haven at 5Jd P.
I on sides and back and the milkAr. Rockland ............. 8.20 AM.
M. Arriving Rockland 8.49 P- M.
! adder with his mottled skin of
(Subject to change without
Women could dress as quickly as
Lv. Vinalhaven ......... 12.85'Pjf
rather dull but beautiful markings.
notice)
Ar. Rockland ............. 2.05 P.M. men if they didn’t have to slow
08-tf
Of the three the milk-adder is
Lv. Rockland ............ 9.30 A.M.
down lor the curves.
Poraomatic, Overdrive, white sidewall fires,
Ar. Vinalhaven ........... 10.50 A.M.
largest and rather more menacing
ond two-tone colors illustrated optional ot
when closely approached.
Lv. Rockland ............ 3.30 P.M.
extra
cost.
Equipment,
accessories
and
Ar. Vinalhaven ........ 4.50 P.M.
subject to change without notice.
Most likely Mrs. McConchie’s tenJune 2 to September 13
Only Ford in the low-price field lets you choose
BOAT MARY A
from so many body, color and upholstery com
Leave Rockland 7.46 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.08 A. M.;
binations. Only Ford gives you a choice of
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
Fordomatic, Overdrive or Conventional Drive.
rive Rockland 5.35 P. M.; On
And only Ford gives you the heavy car ride of
Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip of Mary A leaving Rockland
Automatic Ride Control . . . the easier turning
And Pay as Little as
at 2.15 P. M.; starting June 28
and parking of an advanced steering system.
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday

TipsonTouring

FORESTALLING PARTY DISCORD

In. Newness

VtXbrtjrA

Setting a new standard
In Power

f

In Value

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

Taka a "Teat Drive” at your Ford Dealer’s

F.O.A.F.

'52 Fold

at 5.30 P. M. Instead of 4.15 P. M.

You can pay more
but you can't buy better!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. 32 Park SL, Rockland

STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 29
WUl run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M.; arriving
Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M. ..Leaving
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M„ arriving
Rockland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
Rockland 5.00 P. M., arriving
Vinalhaven 8.20 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)

M-tf

8V. (8AINSWO9TH M1MO9IA1 MDO.) 358 MAIN ST.,
Tbenot 11 S3 • 8MHip Campbell, VIS MANop*
OPEN SATUtOAri UNTIL NOON
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